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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background to the study 

1.1.1 Stantec (formerly Peter Brett Associates LLP), together with David Lock Associates (DLA) and Cushman 
and Wakefield (C&W), were commissioned in June 2018 by the Association of South Essex Local 
Authorities (ASELA1) to undertake a Strategic Growth Locations Study (SGLS) to consider how growth 
over the period to firstly 2038 and then onto 2050 might be accommodated.  This document forms part of 
the evidence for the forthcoming Joint Strategic Plan (JSP) which ASELA has committed to bringing 
forward; once adopted the JSP will form part of the development plan for plan-making authorities and will 
set strategic policy across South Essex over the period to 2038.   

1.1.2 The Government issued a third edition of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) in February 
2019.  This included the introduction of a standard method for identifying local housing needs.  This local 
housing need represents a minimum for local planning authorities.  While the components of the method 
have been subject to further consultation, the headline requirement of just under 100,000 homes over the 
period 2017-2038 for South Essex remains unchanged, and 150,000 to 2050.  This pooled local housing 
need forms the starting point for the SGLS which examines a range of strategic options for 
accommodating housing need of this scale.   

1.1.3 In circumstances where ASELA may choose to progress a JSP which looks to accommodate growth over 
the Government’s minimum level, the SGLS adopts a ‘green belt-off’ approach when considering 
constraints.  Much of South Essex is covered by green belt.  At present, this acts a significant constraint to 
the supply of housing land.  However, since the revocation of regional planning, South Essex has failed to 
meet its housing needs.  It is in this context that ASELA have sought to consider housing delivery and the 
role of the green belt, as well as economic development at a sub-regional level.  The latter points are not 
the focus of this study but instead will be considered in subsequent work. While this study has a high-level 
assessment of the potential to use some employment land for housing, it does not provide a detailed 
analysis of economic development issues and opportunities; this will need to be investigated in work.   

1.2 Scope and purpose of the study 

1.2.1 The SGLS forms the first piece of evidence for the JSP.  It will inform the forthcoming South Essex JSP, 
which will in turn inform the local plans for each authority that will flow from this.  This work follows on from 
the signing of the memorandum of understanding in January 2018 and relates to the Vision which ASELA 
are still preparing.  One of the strategic priorities was developing a spatial strategy for South Essex. 

1.2.2 The SGLS provides a strategic long-term view about the scale and location of development that could 
theoretically be accommodated and may be possible to deliver across South Essex. However, it is 
acknowledged that there are difficulties bringing strategic development to the market.  This will need to be 
managed carefully, having particular regard to the different requirements of the strategic and local plan 
making processes.  These plans will need to work together to bring forward suitable sites in a phased 
approach, recognising the different local housing markets or sub-markets and their needs.  Further 
evidence is required to translate this into specific locational proposals to be tested in the JSP and to be 
taken through into subsequent Local Plans.  Therefore, as well as making recommendations on strategic 
growth locations, this study will recommend areas of future work. These areas of further work may temper 
the scale of housing growth being considered in South Essex as, for example, the impact is assessed in 
greater detail, or where it is found that alternative land uses such as employment represent a more 
sustainable use on available land.   

1.2.3 This study should be considered in conjunction with an up-to-date understanding of the economic growth 
requirements and other work being undertaken by the Local Enterprise Partnership, such as the 
Productivity Strategy and forthcoming Local Industrial Strategy.  In addition, it should be read together with 

 
1 Comprising Basildon Borough Council, Brentwood Council, Castle Point Borough Council, Rochford District Council, 
Southend-on-Sea Borough Council, Thurrock Council and Essex County Council 

the other ASELA workstreams and evidence that they have commissioned, or will be commissioned, 
namely: 

 Integrated Assessment (SA/SEA, HRA) 

 Economic Land Availability Assessment 

 Grow-on Space Strategy 

 Tourism Study 

 Strategic Infrastructure Position Statement and Strategic Infrastructure Delivery Plan 

 Green and blue infrastructure project 

1.3 Setting the baseline 

1.3.1 The six local planning authorities are all at different stages of bringing forward their own local-level 
development plans.  While some evidence base studies have been jointly commissioned by authorities 
within ASELA, there is no consistent position in terms of geographical coverage, study period and method.   

1.3.2 The study will inform future plans and does not supersede existing Local Plans, or their evidence base, 
which are currently in production or which have been submitted.  The baseline date is 2017; we recognise 
that the Local Plan position has moved on considerably over the last two years and significant progress is 
being made towards getting adopted Local Plans in place. The current plan-making position for each 
authority is as follows: 

 Basildon – Revised Publication version of the Local Plan was submitted on 28 March 2019. The 
Examination has been suspended and the hearing sessions are likely to be held in 2020 

 Brentwood – Pre-Submission (Regulation 19) Local Plan was consulted on in February/March 2019.  
An Addendum of Focused Changes to Pre-Submission Local Plan was then consulted on in 
October/November 2019.  

 Castle Point – New Local Plan (Regulation 19) was consulted on in July/August 2018. In November 
2018 the Council resolved not to proceed with the Pre-Publication Local Plan. Revised New Local 
Plan Reg 19 consultation took place between December 2019 and February 2020. 

 Rochford – Issues and Options (Regulation 18) consultation took place in Dec 2017- March 2018 

 Southend – Issues and Options (Regulation 18) consultation took place between February - April 
2019 

 Thurrock – Issues and Options (Stage 2) consultation took place between December 2018 – March 
2019 

1.3.3 Given the focus of the SGLS on housing, a detailed housing land availability report was prepared as a first 
stage of work.  This is provided at Appendix A.  This reviewed the evidence available from each authority 
and identified capacity in South Essex for approximately 57,200 homes which are deliverable and 
developable over the period 20172-2032.  This suggests a significant shortfall in the supply of housing land 
across South Essex. 

1.3.4 This baseline stage also confirmed that housing delivery within South Essex has been below target level 
at 1,666 dwellings per annum over the five years from 2012/13 to 2016/173.  This compares to a future 

2 31 March 2017 as the latest consistent date for housing supply information 
3 Table 5.1  
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minimum requirement of delivering in excess of 4,600 dwellings per annum.  The SGLS specifically 
considers the reasons why there is this gap in delivery.   

1.4 Structure of the study 

1.4.1 This study focuses on strategic growth in South Essex.  However, to understand this, it has been 
necessary to examine all sources of potential supply including those which are currently being taken 
forward at a local level through emerging local plans.  The process followed and broad methodology used 
is set out below:  

 Identifying an overall strategic housing development potential based on a strategic constraints-led 
approach under series of different spatial options.  These spatial options follow a sequential 
approach, focusing first on brownfield land within settlement boundaries, before going onto to 
consider brownfield land outside settlements, development in accessible locations, the scope for 
extensions to existing settlements and finally the potential for new settlements.   

 Adopting a place-based approach to refining that overall development potential, focusing growth in 
more sustainable locations.  This refined approach focuses on those options which are not presently 
part of South Essex’s housing land supply and which is necessary to close the supply gap. 

 Examining the high-level infrastructure implications of potential strategic growth.  This focuses 
primarily on the transport implications but also provides an overview of utilities and social 
infrastructure. 

 Identifying a potential phasing or trajectory for this strategic growth which links into the infrastructure 
requirements and the market’s ability to deliver 

 High-level viability analysis which will form a starting point for more detailed testing as the exact scale 
and distribution of growth is developed through JSP process.  This viability analysis factors in a 
charge per dwelling based on the high-level view of infrastructure requirements. 

 Consideration of alternative mechanisms and interventions to the market to deliver growth in South 
Essex 

 Finally, the study sets out a series of recommendations for how the findings could be taken forward 
for the JSP and identifies areas of further work. 

1.5 Relationship with existing and emerging development plans in South Essex 

1.5.1 All the South Essex authorities are currently bringing forward new local plans.  This study has been 
prepared to inform the JSP and while the timescale of some local plans means that the emerging direction 
of the JSP can be taken into account in those plans, this is not possible in all cases.  Specifically, of the 
client group and as set out above, Basildon and Brentwood are at the most advanced stages and will 
shortly be moving into the examination stage.   

1.5.2 Those emergent plans are supported by their own evidence bases which, while we have had regard to 
elements of that evidence base to inform this study, will continue to be primary evidence for those plans 
and have been prepared in the line with the NPPF and Planning Practice Guidance’s (PPG) requirements 
for local plans.  The findings of this study, which represents the first stage of evidence for the JSP, should 
not be used in the examination of those plans.  

1.5.3 As a clarification, Minerals and Waste Local Plans are being developed separately and are not considered 
here. 
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2 Identifying overall strategic development potential 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 This part of the study identifies strategic housing-led development potential for a series of different spatial 
options using a strategic constraints-led approach.  These spatial options consider brownfield land within 
and outside settlements boundaries, greenfield land outside settlements close to urban areas, as well as 
the potential for new settlements. 

2.2 Adopting a strategic approach to constraints 

2.2.1 We took a strategic approach to constraints, recognising that this is a high-level study covering six 
authorities, and sourced the constraints from open data.  Figure 2.1 shows the constrained areas of South 
Essex comprising: Flood Zone 3, Marine Conservation Zones, national and local nature reserves, 
RAMSAR, SSSI, Special Protection Areas, Special Areas of Conservation, ancient woodland, Scheduled 
Ancient Monuments, registered parks and gardens, historic landfill and saltmarsh extents.   

2.2.2 There are some local constraints such as country parks which are not included as absolute strategic 
constraints. However, we recognise that there may be a need for further localised work to address these, 
and other important local green infrastructure issues as appropriate in refining the work going forward.  

2.2.3 The study is green belt off, which means that it is not considered a hard constraint.  All the client group are 
at different stages in their assessment of the green belt.  The JSP will have to consider the impact on the 
green belt and factor this into any decision on green belt release.   

2.2.4 The Lower Thames Crossing is not a hard constraint because it is not yet a commitment.  However, we 
recognise that the Government has published their preferred route and is progressing through the pre-
application stages of the DCO process.  As such, it is a consideration for this study and is dealt with 
neutrally.  The October 2018 indicative route is shown on all the plans and all figures are provided with 
and without the Lower Thames Crossing. 

2.2.5 We have considered some land allocated for other purposes but any decision to release that land will 
require detailed further assessment and evidenced on a case by case basis.  The method explored the 
best way to identify employment land that could reasonably be developed without undermining the land 
supply.  It was originally intended to exclude all existing and proposed ‘strategic employment sites’, 
identified in development plans from this study.  However, in practice this approach ruled out a 
considerable quantum of land; furthermore, there is currently no consistent definition which could be used 
for what constitutes ‘strategic’ employment land across South Essex.   

2.2.6 Instead we adopted an alternative approach which assumed that there may be the theoretical capacity for 
redevelopment of some employment sites within South Essex, primarily through intensification to include 
housing with no net loss of employment.  The assumption used is a figure of 10% of all employment sites, 
with a developable area of 60%.  In our professional judgement this is considered reasonable because it is 
of a scale which recognises that there is likely to be some ability to achieve housing on some of these 
sites through mixed use redevelopment, but does not seek to individually identify and pre-empt which sites 
these will be.  In the absence of any better information this a reasonable starting point; however, 
considerable further work is required to understand how this potential could be delivered in line with the 
economic growth and employment workstream, the Economic Land Availability Assessment and other 
studies that are being separately commissioned.  

 
4 Further detail is provided at Appendix B 

2.3 Growth scenarios considered 

2.3.1 The identification of growth options took into account paragraph 137 of the NPPF, which requires that all 
options should be considered before the need to alter Green Belt boundaries; for example, identifying 
urban intensification opportunities such as brownfield and under-utilised land, optimising density, and 
including an uplift on density in town centres and places with good access to public transport.  

2.3.2 Therefore, the following options were considered: 

 Town centres: to strengthen the vitality and viability of South Essex’s network of centres by making 
them places in which more people live as well as work, shop and use services 

 Urban intensification: to maximise the use of previously developed land and preserve existing open 
space in urban areas 

 Employment land intensification: to maximise previously developed land by allowing an element of 
housing growth in non-strategic employment locations where appropriate and largely through 
intensification with no loss of employment and recognising the need to provide a range of 
employment sites 

 Proximity to rail stations: to maximise housing growth at existing stations to encourage modal shift to 
rail 

 Public transport corridors: to focus housing along/close to existing and future public transport 
corridors to reduce South Essex’s future population’s reliance on the private car 

 Urban extensions: to focus housing growth on the edge of existing settlements to allow new 
development to access existing infrastructure and support necessary upgrades to benefit current 
future and residents 

 New settlements: to create new future-proofed sustainable communities in South Essex with 
integrated infrastructure to support day-to-day self sufficiency 

2.3.3 For each option, once the constraints were identified, a land area was generated using the following 
method4: 

 Town centres: identifying SHLAA sites with no constraints within the boundaries of town centres 

 Urban intensification: identifying SHLAA sites with no constraints within the urban area boundaries 
but excluding employment areas and town centre areas 

 Employment intensification: 10% of allocated employment sites, discounting SHLAA sites and any 
constrained parts of employment sites 

 Urban extensions: identifying SHLAA sites with no constraints and undeveloped land (by applying 
boundaries to features such as field boundaries, roads, railways and rivers) within settlement buffer 
zones (400m from the edge of smaller urban areas and 800m from the edge of larger urban areas5) 

 Public transport corridors: identifying SHLAA sites with no constraints within a 400m buffer zone 
along railway lines 

5 Urban areas have been defined using ONS data rather than development plan settlement boundaries.  This was to ensure a 
consistent data set across South Essex 
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Figure 2.1 Strategically constrained land in South Essex 
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Figure 2.2 Urban area extents in South Essex 
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 Rail stations: identifying unconstrained and undeveloped land, not previously included in the SHLAA, 
or the above options, within 1.2 km isochrone of a railway station. 

2.3.4 This method identified the overall strategic housing development potential based on a constraints-led 
approach under a series of options.  These spatial options follow a sequential approach, focusing first on 
previously developed land through town centre regeneration and urban intensification opportunities within 
settlements.  Consideration was then given to brownfield land outside settlements, such as employment 
land intensification, and development in accessible locations.  Following that, the scope for extensions to 
existing settlements was considered and finally the potential for new settlements. Adopting a place-based 
approach to refining the overall development potential allows growth to be focused in more sustainable 
locations.  This will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter. 

2.3.5 Importantly we recognise that to inform the JSP and detailed decision-making there will need to be 
additional work to understand the impact on existing infrastructure, relationships with existing facilities and 
services as well as role and function analysis and detailed consideration of site constraints, opportunities 
and placemaking. 

2.3.6 Greenfield options such as significant urban extensions, new settlements and public transport corridors 
are considered separately to ensure there is no double counting.  This is explored in the following 
chapters as part of the refinement and transport technical evidence. 

2.3.7 Places were identified using ONS data on urban area extents; however, the limitations of this data mean 
that places have been manually defined, in consultation with the client group, using the ONS definitions as 
a starting point.  These are shown on Figure 2.2.  We recognise that the settlements’ extents incorporate a 
number of smaller places within them.  Their relationship with each local planning authority is set out in 
Appendix B. 

2.4 Overall strategic development potential 

2.4.1 The area, in hectares, was calculated for each potential site identified in each of the scenarios.  
Assumptions for net developable area were applied to get a revised area.  The following assumptions 
were used:  

 100% developable area for town centres and urban intensification 

 60% developable area for sites adjacent to railway stations and public transport corridors, urban 
extensions and new settlements 

 60% developable area for employment areas, but with only 10% of total employment sites to be 
residential 

2.4.2 The agreed density assumptions6 were then applied to the resulting areas. These assumptions have been 
informed by current schemes that have been achieved but should be taken to be a low yet realistic level at 
which to aim at.  Further work will be required to explore what densities are appropriate according to the 
local circumstances of the area and this should be undertaken as part of the local plan work.    

2.4.3 The overall theoretical strategic development potential of each of the different options is set out in the 
table below:  

 

 

 

 
6 See Appendix B for explanation of density assumptions 

Table 2.1 Overall potential of all scenarios 

Scenario 
Overall theoretical strategic development potential (dwellings) 

Without Lower Thames Crossing With Lower Thames Crossing 

Urban intensification 40,100 39,800 

Town centres/rail stations 
and corridors7  

6,300 6,000 

Employment land 8,300 

Subtotal: Brownfield/urban 54,700 54,100 

Urban extensions 233,300 229,700 

New settlements 87,400 84,900 

Subtotal: Greenfield 320,700 314,600 

Total 375,400 368,700 

  

2.4.4 For information, the difference in numbers between the two scenarios because some sites fall within the 
current indicative Lower Thames Crossing route.  These numbers are likely to change depending on the 
final alignment and scheme design.  

2.5 Conclusions on the different scenarios 

2.5.1 As shown in the table above the sequentially preferable brownfield/urban scenarios have the theoretical 
capacity to deliver between approximately 54,100 and 54,700 homes. These sources of potential supply 
should be considered first and are essential to delivering housing in South Essex and should be prioritised 
to be taken forward into the respective Local Plans. This can be done now and does not need to wait for 
the JSP.  In this report brownfield land within existing defined urban areas is not considered further in 
spatial terms, rather an assumption will be made as to the contribution this type of growth could make to 
meeting South Essex’s overall needs.  Further assessment of this potential through capacity and density 
assessments will be required to address site specific issues such as design, parking and the type of 
development to ensure that town cramming is avoided and good quality place making is achieved. 
Consideration of the three different sources of brownfield urban supply is considered below:  

2.5.2 Urban intensification/densification has the potential to make a significant contribution to the delivery of 
housing across South Essex. This is an important source of supply and in many cases sites have already 
been identified in the evidence base, such as the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments and 
are being taken forward into Local Plans. In order to further understand the capacity and potential for 
existing places to accommodate growth and increase densities, detailed local assessments will need to be 
undertaken to identify areas of opportunity and sites and to devise policies to encourage intensification.  A 
standard approach across the whole of South Essex is recommended.   

2.5.3 Town centre development and regeneration around railway stations and in highly accessible locations 
should be a fundamental part of the spatial strategy and should be taken forward in the respective local 
plans.  It is essential to deliver growth in these locations and change the image and increase the market 

7 Green field sites surrounding railway stations and in transport corridors account for very few dwellings (between 100-400) so 
for simplicity these are included within this town centre category 
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attractiveness of these areas.  In many cases this is already happening.  The method identified all 
deliverable, developable and not currently developable sites within the town centre boundary designations 
and assumed 100% of the site is developable.  Given the importance of this source of supply it is 
reasonable to assume that all the growth identified will come forward.  However, it will be necessary to 
undertake further work to reflect the up-to-date and on-the-ground reality of the town centre and site 
boundaries, and consider adjacent sites and their potential to also be developed to contribute to wider 
regeneration and intensification objectives.  The assessment will need to be refined as part of further 
urban capacity assessments to understand the true scale of deliverable growth that this approach might 
unlock.   

2.5.4 As with urban intensification/densification, the potential identified in this scenario may be understated 
because it only considers sites promoted through the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessments 
and also uses town centre boundaries which are very tightly defined. Local level capacity work is 
necessary to refine the figures.  It is recommended that further work is undertaken to understand the 
capacity and potential as well as regeneration opportunities, design issues and constraints.  As part of 
progressing local plans consideration should be given to the unique circumstances of the sites and 
surroundings and whether there are local opportunities to increase densities.  This will be an important 
consideration as part of the overall strategy, directing investment towards existing places in South Essex 
in order to spread the benefits of potential growth between established and new communities.   

2.5.5 Development of employment land has the potential to provide a small element of new housing.  As 
discussed above notional capacity has been assigned to 10% of existing employment sites, but any 
release of these sites for alternative uses would need to be subject to further testing as part of the 
economic futures workstream.  Housing and employment are intrinsically linked.  Consideration will need 
to be given to the location of future housing growth and the relationship with employment, as well as to the 
demand for additional development opportunities and economic ambitions and strategies.  Further work is 
recommended to bring together the employment evidence, understand the employment needs and assess 
the opportunities to release employment land within the context of the wider economic strategy for the 
area and how this is translated through into the JSP and individual local plans.  In any case the amount of 
potential growth that could be accommodated in this option is comparatively limited, particularly in 
comparison to growth as part of urban extensions or new settlements.   

2.5.6 The next section of the report focuses on refining the strategic potential of significant urban extensions to 
accommodate growth, together with identifying those existing settlements that should be considered 
further as locations for potential urban extensions. We recognise that to inform the JSP and detailed 
decision making there will need to be additional work to understand the impact on existing infrastructure, 
relationships with existing facilities and services as well as role and function analysis and detailed 
consideration of site constraints, opportunities and placemaking. 

2.5.7 With regard to significant urban expansions and new settlements a different approach has been taken.  
Potential locations have been identified drawing on discussions with the South Essex authorities. They are 
in areas of unconstrained land and are close to rail and/or road corridors. The potential for new, or 
significantly expanded, settlements is explored in next section which refines the strategic growth options. 
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3 Refining the potential strategic growth 

3.1 Introduction  

3.1.1 Having identified the overall strategic development potential of the study area, and considered the 
contribution sequentially preferable brownfield/urban sites can make, this section of the report will explain 
the approach taken to refining and focusing that potential into areas of search. This is important to start 
understanding some of the spatial opportunities for growth, how that might support and invest in existing 
places and communities, as well as providing a basis for well-considered, accessible and sustainable new 
development.  It is recognised that additional further work will be required in due course to refine the 
locations, understand the relationship with existing settlements and their existing services and identify 
what additional infrastructure and facilities will be required. 

3.2 Adopting a place-based approach to identifying areas of search 

Stage 1: Discounting the lowest tier of existing settlements as locations suitable 
for accommodating strategic growth through urban extensions 

3.2.1 The table below sets out the existing settlement hierarchy across South Essex.  This has been assembled 
from the current and emerging Local Plans. In the absence of an agreed hierarchy it has been necessary 
to combine the different categories into illustrative categories. The different classifications reflect the 
differing terminology used across the six planning authorities.  There is currently no consistent definition 
of, or approach to, settlement classification.  This will be a task for the JSP to bring together the typologies 
and definitions and define their own settlement hierarchy for South Essex.   

3.2.2 For the SGLS, smaller settlements and villages have been excluded as locations capable of supporting 
strategic growth in the form of urban extensions. This is a reasonable approach given that major and 
larger towns and urban areas are potentially capable of supporting sustainable growth through investment 
in existing and provision of new supporting facilities and infrastructure.  

3.2.3 Outside of this study, where considered appropriate at a locally determined level, limited growth may be 
attributed to smaller settlements in order to meet a specific need or support local service. 

Table 3.1 Initial settlement hierarchy 

Classification SGLS consideration 

Major urban area 
Higher-order settlements potentially capable of 
sustainably supporting growth in the form of a 
significant urban extension 

Main/large town 

Small town 

Smaller settlement 
Lower-order settlements not considered capable of 
sustainable supporting growth in the form of a 
significant urban extension but could be a 
new/expanded settlement8 

Larger/serviced village/village service centre 

Village 

 
8 Strategic road and rail corridors may bring some of these settlements into consideration as a new, or significantly expanded, 
settlement 

Stage 2: A coalescence common-sense check to refine the initial settlement  

3.2.4 The character of existing developed areas in South Essex mean that expanding settlements by a buffer of 
800m would in places result in coalescence of settlements.  There is no statutory guidance on the 
recommended size or distance between settlements to prevent coalescence. Therefore, as a starting 
point, in those locations where the buffer around two settlements conjoins, or is within immediate 
proximity, it has been reduced to retain a gap – specifically between Brentwood and Billericay, Billericay 
and Basildon, and Southend/Rayleigh and Rochford/Hockley. This was undertaken on a parcel by parcel 
basis drawing buffer boundaries back to identifiable features of the landscape, for example field 
boundaries, watercourses and roads. We recognise that additional landscape work will be required to 
assess these areas in more detail.  Some authorities have already commissioned new landscape work to 
inform future decision making. 

3.2.5 This is considered to be a reasonable approach at the strategic level at which the SGLS is being 
undertaken. Beyond this study, and as more detailed analysis is undertaken, the extent of the areas of 
search will be further refined to take account of local conditions and designations.  This means the 
boundaries could be adjusted at a future stage of the plan making process.  

3.2.6 The available evidence on strategic landscape assessment was also considered.  However, no specific 
adjustments were made on the basis that this evidence is now some years old (2002) and the level of 
detail is not enough to warrant adjustments at this stage.  Instead, landscape will form a specific 
consideration at the concept planning and masterplanning stage.   

3.2.7 Furthermore, the location of overhead high voltage cables and other principal infrastructure runs will also 
need to be considered as part of the concept planning and masterplanning stage together with other local 
constraints. 

Stage 3: Refining the two greenfield spatial options to identify potential new 
settlements 

3.2.8 The overall strategic development potential assumed growth around existing settlements.  In some cases, 
it may be more appropriate to plan for a step-change in the way growth is accommodated i.e. new 
settlements. Further consideration was given to the extent to which urban extensions are in effect new 
settlements and where they could be best located.  

3.2.9 There is little unconstrained and undeveloped land in South Essex that could accommodate a standalone 
entirely new settlement.  In practice, any ‘new’ settlement will be formed by substantially growing an 
existing small settlement.  As part of Stage 1 of this process, the lowest tier of existing settlements was 
assumed to lack the level of service provision required to support sustainable growth.  However, such 
settlements may be appropriate locations for significant expansion akin to a new settlement.  
Consequently, some of these locations were bought back into consideration where they have the potential 
to facilitate sustainable new settlement growth.  

3.2.10 To underpin a sustainable new settlement, strategic access, whether in terms of the strategic road network 
or (preferably) by fixed public transport, as well as all other sustainable modes of travel, is considered a 
pre-requisite.  In practice this focused the areas of search on the public transport corridors adopted for the 
overall strategic development potential scenario, together with the A12, A13, A127 and A130.  These road 
and rail corridors are considered in more detail in section 4 which deals with transport infrastructure.   

3.2.11 These strategic rail and road corridors provide the framework in which to consider the refined locations of 
potential new settlements.  This approach bought some lower tier settlements back into consideration 
including West Horndon and Ingatestone.  It is recognised that while in the future the Lower Thames 
Crossing () may additional provide a new corridor it is not currently committed, although thepreferred route 
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is progressing through the pre-application stages of the DCO process and therefore is not assumed within 
this study.  

3.2.12 The decisions on where growth might more appropriately be considered as new settlements was informed 
by discussions with the client group to understand which locations which have been raised as 
opportunities through the local-level plan-making processes.  We recognise there is a discrepancy 
between the sites which are being promoted through the emerging local plans and the land which is 
identified in this study. 

3.3 Refining the strategic development potential  

3.3.1 The refined theoretical strategic development potential of both the greenfield scenarios is set out in the 
table below:  

Table 3.2 Refined potential of greenfield scenarios 

Scenario 
Refined theoretical strategic development potential (dwellings) 

Without Lower Thames Crossing With Lower Thames Crossing 

Urban extensions 152,000 148,800 

New settlements 72,600 69,500 

Total 224,600 218,300 

 

3.3.2 The previous section identified the overall strategic development potential for urban extensions and new 
settlements at Table 2.1 of between 314,600 and 320,700 dwellings.  Using the place-based approach 
explained above to refine and focus that initial potential into areas of search in more sustainable locations, 
the table above shows that this initial capacity has been reduced by 30%.  This is still the theoretical 
capacity and will reduce further as additional factors, not least the green belt review but also market 
delivery, infrastructure and site-specific issues are considered.   

3.3.3 Market capacity, the relationship between these figures and delivery issues including five-year land supply 
is considered in more detail in Chapter 5.  This study considers the strategic potential and areas of search, 
which are not presently part of the housing land supply and which is necessary to meet the identified 
housing need.  Considerable further work will be required to refine these figures and locations further to 
enable them to be progressed further for possible inclusion with the JSP and Local Plans.   

3.3.4 In considering growth in the form of significant urban extensions, and new or expanded settlements, a 
comprehensive and design-led approach should be adopted.  This provides opportunities for place-led 
development of sufficient scale to facilitate provision of key community, education, employment and 
transport infrastructure. It also focuses development in more sustainable locations that already benefit 
from existing facilities and where growth opportunities can be linked to regeneration priorities.  However, it 
is essential to recognise existing constraints and capacity issues and the need for appropriate 
infrastructure to address these issues which may also have implications for phasing and delivery as well 
as viability.  

3.3.5 Both the NPPF and supporting PPG make clear the important role good design has in achieving 
sustainable development.  This is further iterated through national design guidance.   

3.3.6 The Government has launched a number of initiatives to support the delivery of new development with a 
focus on mixed use and sustainable places.  This includes locally-led garden villages, towns and cities 
ranging in size from 1,500 dwellings to over 10,000.  The initiative recognises the important of garden city 
principles in contributing towards sustainable new development. 

3.3.7 In terms of identifying principles for good place-making, which will underpin the work on Development 
Frameworks, the Town and Country Planning Association (TCPA) have produced 10 Garden City 
Principles based on those drawn up as part of the original garden city movement.  The Garden City 
Principles comprise:   

 Land value capture for the benefit of the community  

 Strong vision, leadership and community engagement  

 The long-term stewardship of assets  

 Mixed-tenure homes and housing types that are genuinely affordable for everyone  

 A robust range of employment opportunities with a variety of jobs within easy commuting distance of 
homes  

 Beautiful and imaginatively designed homes with gardens, combining the very best of town and 
country living to create healthy homes in vibrant communities  

 Development which enhances the natural environment  

 Strong local cultural, recreational and shopping facilities in walkable neighbourhoods  

 Integrated and accessible transport systems  

 A strategic approach, part of meeting the nation’s housing needs   

3.3.8 The principles provide a useful starting point for considering the multi-layered, interlocking range of issues 
that together make place. 

3.4 Conclusions on the refined scenarios 

Urban extensions 

3.4.1 The table above shows that following the refinement undertaken there is still considerable potential supply 
of homes which can be provided at urban extensions.  The amount of potential land is more than enough 
to meet the needs that exist to both 2038 and on to 2050. These urban extensions are generally located 
around the main towns and the broad areas of search are shown diagrammatically on the figure below.  
The icons on the map are indicative and do not represent the exact locations of any development. 

3.4.2 The table below identifies the broad areas of search for potential urban extensions.  The theoretical 
capacity identified is a direct result of the methodology used and will require considerable further testing 
and detailed work to refine the figures and identify locations.  The next stage of work will need to identify 
local capacity issues and constraints as well as what can most sustainably be delivered.  This further work 
is likely to result in considerable changes to these indicative results.  The purpose of identifying these 
broad areas of search is to assist the JSP in identifying broad locations for further work and inform the 
development of Issues and Options. 

3.4.3 Table 3.4 identifies the theoretical locations and areas of search as well as the indicative scale of 
development that they could potentially accommodate.  It shows a potential distribution of the circa 
150,000 dwellings (taking account of the difference for the Lower Thames Crossing) identified in Table 3.3 
above.  These areas of search and their potential capacity may be used to inform the options advanced 
through the JSP process. Detailed numbers are not included because they will need detailed testing and 
further refinement.    
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Table 3.3 Theoretical potential urban extensions and areas of search by place 

Areas of Search for urban 
extensions by place 

Refined theoretical strategic development potential locations 

Small (<3,000) 
Small/medium 
(3,000-10,000) 

Medium/large 
(10,000-15,000) 

Large 
(>15,000) 

Aveley     

Basildon     

Billericay     

Brentwood     

Chafford Hundred/Lakeside     

Corringham     

Grays     

Hadleigh     

Hockley     

Rayleigh     

Rochford     

Shenfield     

South Benfleet     

Southend     

Stanford-le-Hope     

Wickford     

NB: This theoretical capacity is a direct result of the method and will need detailed testing further work to refine the 
figures and identify the locations  

 

New settlements 

3.4.4 New settlements are best considered at the strategic level because they require difficult decisions on 
matters like cross-boundary impacts, green belt, the infrastructure required and the timing of growth.  The 
level of growth in new settlements often require a step change from the existing pattern of development 
and therefore need to be considered differently. A number of broad areas of search where there is 
potential for new settlements have been identified using the method set out above and in more detail in 
Appendix B, which has applied a sieving process to identify the least constrained, most accessible 
locations on and adjacent to transport corridors, in discussion with the client group. They require further 
testing and do not necessarily reflect the emerging Local Plan proposals.   

3.4.5 The scale has not been identified here and it will be necessary to undertake further work to identify the full 
extent of what might be possible in these broad areas of search.  While the scale will vary according to 
location, in general larger settlements are more capable of internalising trips and becoming more self-
sufficient and self-contained.  None of the broad areas of search identified above appear large enough to 
justify a new station, which is generally regarded as approximately 20,000 new homes.  

3.4.6 The following potential areas of search for new settlement locations have been identified as follows: 

Table 3.4 Potential new settlements – areas of search 

Location Justification 

East Tilbury 
Located on the Essex Thameside rail line and served by station at East Tilbury 
Part is being considered through the emerging local plan 

South Ockendon 
Located on the rail line and served by an existing station at Ockendon  
Part is being promoted through the emerging local plan  

West Horndon 
Located on the rail line and served by an existing station (West Horndon)  
Part is being promoted through the emerging local plans 

Crays Hill 
Located on the A127 
Part is being promoted through the emerging local plan 

Ingatestone Located on the A12 and rail line – served by an existing station (Ingatestone) 

Fairglen 
Located on the A127/A13/A130 
Part has been promoted in emerging local plans 

Southend North East 
Located on the A127 and rail line with existing station at Southend airport 
Part has been considered through the emerging local plan 

 

3.4.7 In considering the best scenario there are important strategic locational considerations to take into 
account, such as the proximity to the M25 which will reduce capability of internalising trips (inevitably 
people will go to existing attractors which means it is harder to avoid their dormitory role). Inversely 
locations to the east may be more likely to create a self-contained settlement.  However, this must also be 
balanced against market consideration and land values, which are lower in the east and may mean the 
new settlement can afford less major new infrastructure. 

3.4.8 In all cases it is necessary for further work to be undertaken to refine the figures and consider in more 
detail their location and scale to ensure the risk of coalescence is avoided. This is particularly important 
where there may be a risk of overlap with urban extensions. In all cases it is important to assess the 
constraints and opportunities and relationship to landscape, green belt, transport, design deliverability and 
viability issues as part of a detailed masterplanning exercise.  

3.4.9 The study does not seek to rank or prioritise which urban extension or new settlement locations could or 
should be taken forward.  This is a task for the JSP to consider within the context of all the additional work 
that is being undertaken relating to the spatial strategy and vision, economic futures, landscape, green belt 
and green infrastructure work, transport strategy, investment and mitigation as well as the infrastructure 
study as well as other policy considerations. 

3.4.10 Section 5 considers the role of urban extensions and new settlements in meeting the need and how their 
likely rate of delivery and phasing is reconciled with the existing and future market capacity of South 
Essex.  Realistic alternative futures and trajectories are considered together with what market 
interventions are required to close the gap between the historic rates of delivery and the local housing 
need that exists.    
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Figure 3.1 Areas of Search - potential strategic growth locations 
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Summary 

3.4.11 The combined overall and refined strategic development potential used for the purposes of the rest of the 
report, specifically the trajectory in Section 5, is summarised below: 

Table 3.5 Summary of potential capacity 

Scenario 
Combined theoretical strategic development potential (dwellings) 

Without Lower Thames Crossing With Lower Thames Crossing 

Urban intensification 40,400 39,800 

Town centre/rail stations 
and corridors 

6,300 6,000 

Employment land 8,300 8,300 

Urban extensions 152,000 148,800 

New settlements 72,600 69,500 

Total 279,600 272,400 
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4 Infrastructure implications of growth 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 This section considers, at a strategic level, the implications of the potential growth options.  The focus of 
this section is on transport; however, we also have regard to any strategic utilities and social infrastructure 
issues. 

4.1.2 A separate infrastructure delivery plan will be prepared to support the JSP.  This will be shaped by the 
specific approach taken to growth across South Essex. However, because this study is considering a 
range of options which are intended to inform the first stages of consultation for the emerging JSP, the 
findings in relation to infrastructure can only be high level and are intended to enable the client group to 
understand both the implications of growth on infrastructure and the implications different infrastructure 
investment options might have on growth. 

4.2 Transport 

4.2.1 We have undertaken a high-level review of the South Essex transport network.  There are three different 
highways authorities (Essex County Council, Southend Borough Council and Thurrock Council), all of 
which form part of the client group, which means that the area is covered by a raft of different evidence 
base documents.   

4.2.2 This section therefore provides a review of the predicted number of trips, existing transport provision in 
South Essex and sets out a number of recommendations for rail and road improvements at both a 
strategic and local level to promote development growth in South Essex.  This has been informed by 
discussions with key stakeholders; further detail is provided in Appendix D .   

Trip generation analysis 

4.2.3 Trip generation analysis was undertaken to predict the number of trips that would be generated from each 
urban extension and new settlement based on the approximate number of residential units. The analysis 
included trips per mode for both the full day and peak hour. 

4.2.4 The full detailed trip generation analysis is included in the Technical Note in Appendix D. This includes 
analysis showing the trip generation per mode for each location for the full day and peak hour and analysis 
of distance travelled by car and train journeys to work,  

4.2.5 The results of the trip generation analysis for each of the urban extensions and new settlement locations 
suggest the following: 

 Locations close to Greater Anglia Rail line have higher % train trips into London. Large demand for 
trains along Greater Anglia line between Brentwood and Rayleigh.  

 Locations in the southern areas of South Essex, Chafford Hundred, Corringham, Stanford-le-Hope 
and East Tilbury have higher % car usage for journeys to work. 

 Approx. 16% car trips are for journeys less than 1 mile. 

 Developments will create a significant number of car trips based on existing data showing a need for 
road improvements and a mode shift to more sustainable travel modes. 

 Developments will create a significant number of train trips based on existing data showing a need for 
upgrades to be made to the existing train network to accommodate the increased demand. 

4.2.6 A summary of the peak hour trip generation per mode for travel to work is included on Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Peak Hour Trip Generation for Travel to Work by Mode 
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Urban extension areas – With LTC 

Aveley 23 86 49 4 13 588 56 12 36 2 869 

Basildon 40 1,143 77 25 43 2,668 188 55 212 4 4,456 

Billericay 45 1,979 129 16 27 3,377 213 53 411 2 6,253 

Brentwood 134 2,072 289 13 54 4,534 379 100 567 15 8,157 

Chafford Hundred 7 56 6 1 4 144 10 2 9 0 239 

Corringham 11 221 101 5 25 1,608 127 35 203 4 2,341 

Grays 29 290 117 13 24 1,769 200 56 194 11 2,703 

Hadleigh 2 117 39 2 8 542 41 18 59 1 827 

Hockley 7 797 61 6 20 1,969 130 35 181 5 3,210 

Rayleigh 12 674 83 5 23 1,716 120 29 136 1 2,800 

Rochford 14 499 124 12 30 2,307 196 84 297 9 3,570 

Shenfield 14 213 30 1 6 467 39 10 58 2 839 

South Benfleet 2 112 14 2 4 268 21 4 26 1 454 

Southend 16 537 179 11 21 1,683 181 114 314 15 3,070 

Stanford-le-Hope 10 493 69 8 28 1,910 135 29 121 3 2,806 

Wickford 10 381 51 5 12 1,124 80 34 154 2 1,852 

New settlement areas – With LTC 

Fairglen 22 1,221 150 10 42 3,109 217 52 247 3 5,072 

Southend North 
East 

9 346 145 12 29 1,522 180 110 543 6 
2,901 

Crays Hill 41 817 91 12 33 2,682 182 41 222 10 4,131 

Ingatestone 47 1,224 78 2 13 2,328 127 41 336 10 4,206 

East Tilbury 22 554 28 5 20 2,082 129 36 121 5 3,002 

South Ockendon 74 469 126 12 29 1,571 117 33 133 6 2,570 

West Horndon 54 648 57 12 50 3,320 232 29 143 7 4,553 
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Existing transport provision assessment 

4.2.7 A review has been undertaken of the existing transport provision for both urban extensions and new 
settlement locations. This includes a high-level qualitative assessment of vehicle and rail accessibility and 
a scoring system has been developed to provide a rating for each site. A score has been applied between 
1 and 5 with 1 being the least accessible and 5 the most accessible. A score has been applied against the 
following criteria: 

 Congestion in surrounding area 

 Proximity to major routes  

 Existing public transport provision 

 Proximity to a railway station 

4.2.8 Congestion in the area has been determined using publicly available data to show levels of congestion / 
queuing in the AM and PM and weekend period. Locations with low peak congestion have received a high 
score and highly congested areas a low score.  

4.2.9 Proximity to major routes / dual carriageways has been scored based on the developments distance and 
accessibility to major highways. Locations with direct access to one or more strategic highways have 
received a higher score while more remote locations a lower score.  

4.2.10 Existing public transport provision includes the amount of public transport available, including both buses 
and train services. Locations with good bus services and high number of trains per hour received a high 
score, while locations with little or no buses and reduced train service a low score.   

4.2.11 A summary of the results of the assessment are provided in Table 4.2.  

4.2.12 The results show that the urban extension locations with the highest transport accessibility rating are 
Brentwood and Shenfield, which is largely attributed to the new Crossrail station located here and the 
large number of train services to Central London and locations in Essex on the Greater Anglia Railway. 
West Horndon, a potential new settlement to the east of the M25, also scored very highly, due to the 
proximity of a railway station to the broad location and good vehicular access to the A127 and M25. 

4.2.13 The locations with the lowest rating were Hadleigh, Hockley and Fairglen. All these locations were either 
situated very far from a railway station or experience very heavy congestion at peak times.  

4.2.14 While the locations shown with the highest accessibility rating provide the best transport links, they do not 
necessarily relate to the most viable locations for new development as many other factors would need to 
be considered, which are discussed further in this report.  

4.2.15 The full assessment showing details of congestion in the AM and PM peaks, vehicle accessibility to key 
routes, proximity to train stations and public transport provision and train station frequencies is included in 
Appendix D . 

 

 
9 The total score has been added and an accessibility rating has been applied based on the following scoring: 16 – 20 – very 
good, 14- 15 – good, 12 – 13 – moderate, 10 – 11 – poor and 1 – 9 very poor. 

Table 4.2 Existing transport provision assessment 

Location 

Vehicle accessibility Rail accessibility 

Total 
score9 

Accessibility 
rating Congestion 

in area 
(Score 1-5) 

Proximity / 
accessibilit
y (Score 1-

5) 

Existing PT 
provision 

(Score 1-5) 

Proximity to 
train station 
(Score 1-5) 

Urban extension areas of search 

Aveley 5 4 1 2 12 Moderate 

Basildon 2 4 4 3 13 Moderate 

Billericay 2 3 3 4 12 Moderate 

Brentwood 2 5 5 4 16 V. Good 

Chafford Hundred 3 4 2 3 12 Moderate 

Corringham 4 4 1 3 12 Moderate 

Grays 2 3 3 4 12 Moderate 

Hadleigh 2 4 1 3 10 Poor 

Hockley 1 2 3 5 11 Poor 

Rayleigh 1 4 3 4 12 Moderate 

Rochford 3 2 4 5 14 Good 

Shenfield 3 4 5 4 16 V. Good 

South Benfleet 3 5 2 3 13 Moderate 

Southend 2 4 4 4 14 Good 

Stanford-le-Hope 3 4 3 5 15 Good 

Wickford 3 3 3 4 13 Moderate 

New settlement areas of search 

Fairglen 2 4 1 1 8 V. Poor 

Southend North East 2 4 4 4 14 Good 

Crays Hill 5 4 1 2 12 Moderate 

Ingatestone 4 3 3 5 15 Good 

East Tilbury 4 2 3 5 14 Good 

South Ockendon 4 3 3 4 14 Good 

West Horndon 4 4 3 5 16 V. Good 

 

Rail improvements 

4.2.16 It is considered that improvements to rail provision will offer the greatest benefits to encourage growth of 
new development in South Essex. A number of measures have been identified, including the following: 

 London Liverpool Street to Southend Victoria Greater Anglia line - Increase train services to London 
Liverpool Street from South Essex stations from six trains per hour to seven trains per hour (tph). On-
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going work with Network Rail has identified a need for additional capacity along the line. This work 
has highlighted the potential upgrade of Bow junction to increase the number of paths into Liverpool 
Street. One of these paths would be available to accommodate an increase from the current 6tph to a 
required 7tph on Southend Victoria to Liverpool Street during the AM peak.  Additional capacity would 
also be available for outbound trains during the PM peak. 

o Provide semi fast trains, that stop at different stops, similar to the operation of trains at peak times 
between Liverpool Street and Shenfield. It may be possible to realise a 12-minute time saving on 
fast trains. 

o Increase number of pass loops for fast trains to provide variations in stopping patterns. This could 
be achieved with the introduction of new stations where the distance between stations is longer. 

 Introduce a new station between Shenfield and Billericay (distance between stations: 6.7km) or 
Billericay and Wickford (7.4km). This would improve transport provision for the Shenfield urban 
extension to the east of Hutton.  

 Introduce a new station between Wickford and Rayleigh (distance between stations: 6.6km) for a 
potential Fairglen new settlement.  

 New chord to allow direct trains to Chelmsford and northern areas from eastern locations in Essex 
without interchanging at Shenfield. This would help alleviate train traffic at Shenfield. 

 Increase capacity on routes into Fenchurch Street on the c2c by using platforms at Tower Gateway, 
which were being considered for mothballing by TfL. Notably issues with constraints at West Ham 
and Fenchurch Street will need to be addressed. Network Rail is undertaking a study into future 
demand (passenger and freight) and capacity provision on the Essex Thameside line that is expected 
to identify a range of potential interventions to meet demand. 

 New station on c2c at Corringham Parkway, with increased capacity along this section of the c2c. 

 Dualling of South Ockenden line to increase capacity. 

 Better public transport in the north – south direction linking Brentwood / Shenfield area with Grays / 
Tilbury. If there was a public transport link added linking the two north and south locations via West 
Horndon this would provide a good interchange to connect with Crossrail. This could be introduced 
through a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) route implemented. 

4.2.17 While the cost for new stations is quite considerable other measures such as providing additional services 
for South Essex locations that interchange with the Crossrail link at Shenfield could provide less 
expensive, but slower options, while the semi-fast service could provide a faster alternative.  

Major highway improvements 

4.2.18 Major highway improvements would also be necessary to cater for significant growth in South Essex. The 
network is currently largely at capacity at peak times, this would be improved with further investment in the 
road network. A number of measures have been identified, which would require a whole corridor approach 
including the following: 

 A127 Upgrade between M25 and Southend. This will require reducing the number of access points 
along the A127 and providing bridges and distributor roads. 

 Improvements to junction of A12 / A130 to relieve morning peak hour queuing on A130. 

 Improvements along the A12 between the M25 and Chelmsford. Junction of A12 / M25 to be 
upgraded, with possible third level grade separation to be considered. 

 Improvements along the A13 between the M25 and  Southend, including the east facing slips at A13 / 
A126. 

 Improvements to junctions 29 and 30 on the M25. 

 Major junction upgrades to A127 east of Fairglen. 

 The provision of a new grade separated junction on the A127 at Pound Lane to open up growth 
locations in East Basildon and Wickford. 

 Widening to increase the number of lanes along A130. 

 New link roads to the existing network to facilitate and provide access to new settlements as 
appropriate. 

4.2.19 The LTC will provide a new strategic link from the M25 to Kent, avoiding the M25 Dartford Crossing. While 
this will provide significant advantages for freight movements, it also provides opportunities for new 
junctions / connections in South Essex, including link roads at South Ockendon (LTC – A13 link road) and 
at East Tilbury (LTC – Tilbury link road). This would further unlock growth and provide opportunities for 
urban extensions in this area. 

Inter-urban Connectivity 

4.2.20 The existing highway network in South Essex is dominated by the east-west radial routes out of London, 
primarily the A127, the A13 and the A12. The major highway improvements suggested above would 
provide extra capacity to the strategic network, but this will have the effect of encouraging trips to 
destinations outside the area. The A130 plays an important role in providing north south connections to 
mid and north Essex and has recently been widened to accommodate the volume of traffic.   A networked 
approach to road improvements is likely to provide capacity for trips within the study area providing a more 
resilient and flexible network. This proposal would include providing improved transport corridors between 
existing settlements and connections to the growth locations. It is envisaged that improvements could be 
made to localised constraints so that the delivery plan could be flexible and responsive to changes and 
adjustments to demand. This type of improvement could be delivered in a more phased, more piecemeal 
way, than the major highway improvements discussed above, as more localised improvements could be 
designed to contribute to the overall network vision.  

4.2.21 This type of transport improvement could also provide increased public transport provision by 
incorporating bus priority or facilitating bus rapid transit similar to the Fastrack service in the Thames 
Gateway area of Kent. Improvements of this type will have a more distributed effect than the very large 
infrastructure projects; providing smaller benefits to a larger number of development sites. 

4.2.22 Suggested highway improvements include: 

 Improvements to A128, A176, A129 and A130 to improve interconnectivity in South Essex. This 
would improve connectivity within the area and provide improved north south connections between 
existing centres. Also provides alternatives to the M25. 

 Improvements on the links between Basildon and Wickford, A13 and Canvey Island and A13 and 
Hadleigh. This would provide local improvements in areas that experience heavy congestion at peak 
times.  

 New relief road around the north of Southend to alleviate traffic on the A127. This would provide 
additional routes out of Southend, allowing growth in this area which is otherwise restricted due to 
constraints for road widening on the A127 in this area.   
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 Possible new junction at A12 / A128 north of Brentwood. Due to land take requirements only slips on 
the western side may be possible. This would have impacts on Brentwood town centre (Wilson’s 
Corner) and require further downstream junction improvements on the A128. 

Local highway improvements 

4.2.23 A number of local highway improvements have been identified that are aimed at improving transport 
accessibility in both new settlement and urban extension areas. While these measures will provide 
benefits in terms of accessibility to train stations, improved journey times to key routes and improved road 
safety for all road users, it is considered that these would be subject to further study as part of a Transport 
Assessment for each new development. These improvements include the following measures: 

 Junction improvements, including local widening and linking of traffic signals to increase capacity.  

 Improvements of merges and diverges to increase capacity.  

 Signalisation of junctions and removal of roundabouts in town centre locations to improve 
accessibility and safety for pedestrians and cyclists.  

 Improved cycle routes from new development locations and key destinations, including train stations 
and local shopping areas. 

 Introduce new bus routes or increase the number of services of existing routes to cater for new 
development locations. 

 Bus priority improvements, including bus gates, loops / detectors at signals, bus lanes and waiting 
and loading improvements.  

 Introduce Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) along major roads. 

 Increased parking provision at stations, especially providing secure cycle parking facilities with 
enforcement. 

4.2.24 Introduce safer crossing points over rail lines / major roads to reduce severance and improve safety and 
connectivity. Details of the proposed local highway improvements for each new settlement and urban 
extension areas would need to be explored further through the preparation of the JSP.  

Summary 

4.2.25 Based on existing transport provision without any or only minimal major infrastructure investment 
Brentwood, Shenfield, Southend and West Horndon are the locations for growth with the ‘best’ transport 
connectivity. This is largely attributed to the new Crossrail link, good existing rail links with the c2c and 
Greater Anglia lines and good vehicular access provided by the A127 and M25.    

4.2.26 The greatest benefits to encourage growth for new development in South Essex are likely to be from 
investments in rail and inter urban connectivity, including improving connectivity to rail stations and 
between urban areas, both within South Essex and the wider area. While local road improvements will 
provide some benefit, larger-scale highway upgrades will improve connectivity within South Essex itself, 
but will not fix the capacity issues that exist once vehicles leave South Essex. Further analysis of wider 
transport options will be required as the study is progressed at the more detailed stage.  

4.2.27 A number of rail improvements have been identified which will offer increased train services, reduced 
journey times and better accessibility with the addition of new stations in key locations. These 
improvements will encourage growth for all urban extensions and new settlements situated close to both 
Greater Anglia or c2c rail lines. In addition, other sustainable transport improvements will need to form a 
key part of the solution. 

4.3 Utilities 

4.3.1 As part of this work a high-level review of the utility infrastructure requirements in relation to electricity, gas 
and potable water has been undertaken to inform and test the strategic growth locations identified. A 
technical note is included in Appendix F . 

 This demonstrates that while there are some constraints in relation to current infrastructure capacity 
the most important implications relate to timescales and phasing of development.  There is a need to 
ensure and infrastructure requirements and potential constraints are properly co-ordinated to ensure 
that the developments are phased appropriately and properly included within the infrastructure 
provider delivery plans.  Further work is being undertaken as part of the Infrastructure workstream; 
the Strategic Infrastructure Position Statement and Strategic Infrastructure Delivery Plan. 

4.3.2 The infrastructure providers have a statutory duty to develop and maintain an efficient and coordinated 
transmission system and supply.  Any capacity issues arising from growth will be addressed by the 
provision of additional capacity.  This capacity will be funded through UK Power Networks development 
programme, for gas will need to be set out in the 10-year forecast horizon and for water should be 
included within the Water Resource Management Plan. Digital communications are fundamental and there 
are numerous providers and programmes to provide superfast broadband which will be delivered via the 
delivery programme of the main network operators. 

4.3.3 As with any development, specific developments will be required to meet the cost of connection in 
accordance with current industry regulations and regulatory procedures. Including those of OFGEM and 
OFWAT, and others as appropriate as well as the Environment Agency.   

4.3.4 It is important to consider the climate change agenda and the implications of decarbonisation together with 
ensuring new homes are future proofed for alternative energy sources and have built in resilience within 
them.  It is necessary as the JSP and Local Plans develop to work closely together with utility providers 
and developers to identify requirements and improvements and these issues will need to be picked up in 
the Strategic Infrastructure Development study and future Infrastructure Development Plans.  

4.4 Social infrastructure 

4.4.1 The social infrastructure requirements associated with growth include schools, health facilities, emergency 
services, community facilities such as libraries, and open space, sports and play provision.  These are 
intrinsically linked to the scale and location of that growth.  In most cases, there is a direct relationship 
between population growth and the services required.  These issues will be considered as part of 
individual developments and should be addressed within the Strategic Infrastructure work which is 
currently occurring.   

4.4.2 It is assumed that all necessary social infrastructure required as part of or as a result of large-scale 
strategic growth will be provided for directly as a result of the development.  Consequently, this is not seen 
as an absolute constraint and will be factored into the masterplanning and future requirements for the 
developments. 

4.4.3 Furthermore, we have made some allowance in the viability assessment relating to Section 106 and CIL 
payments so that there will be funding available to pay for and delivery the necessary infrastructure.  It will 
however be an area of further work which the JSP and the associated infrastructure development plan IDP 
will have to consider. 
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Figure 4.1 Potential transport improvements 
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4.5 Considerations for scale and phasing of growth 

4.5.1 This analysis has shown that, provided the statutory utilities providers meet their obligations to deliver 
infrastructure to support growth and the policy framework set out in the JSP makes appropriate provision 
to delivery social infrastructure alongside new homes and places, neither utilities or social infrastructure 
should act as an absolute constraint on strategic growth.  In relation to the former, governance structures 
which seek to involve statutory providers at an early stage when planning for growth, will help to manage 
this delivery process. 

4.5.2 We have used the transport opportunities to develop three different packages of infrastructure 
interventions.  These scenarios are rail-led, road-led and inter-urban connectivity and all have different 
implications for places in terms of their potential for growth as set out below:  

Table 4.3 Implications for places by infrastructure intervention scenario 

 Accessibility 
rating 

Infrastructure package 

Commentary 
Rail-led Road-led 

Inter-urban 
connectivity 

Potential urban extensions 

Basildon Moderate    A127 upgrade 

Wickford Moderate    Potential new station 

Brentwood V. good    BRT north south links 

Shenfield V. good    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade and BRT north 
south links 

Billericay Moderate    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade 

Grays Moderate    BRT north south links 

Southend Moderate    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade and A127 
upgrade 

Chafford Hundred/ 
Lakeside 

Moderate    A13 / A126 East Facing Slips 

Corringham Moderate    
New train station (Corringham 
Parkway)  

Hadleigh Poor    BRT north south links 

Hockley Poor    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade 

Rayleigh Moderate    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade 

Rochford Good    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade 

South Benfleet Moderate    A13 Junction upgrades 

Stanford-le-Hope Good    A13 Junction upgrades 

Aveley Moderate     

Potential new settlements 

Fairglen V. poor    A127 upgrade 

 Accessibility 
rating 

Infrastructure package 

Commentary 
Rail-led Road-led Inter-urban 

connectivity 

Southend North 
East 

Good    
Liverpool Street to Southend 
rail upgrade and A127 
upgrade 

Crays Hill Moderate    
Potential new station and 
A127 upgrade 

Ingatestone Good    A12 upgrade 

East Tilbury Good    Multi-modal bridge  

South Ockendon Good    Dualling rail line and A13 
junction upgrades 

West Horndon V. good    
A127 upgrade and potential 
north south interchange  

 

4.5.3 The following section sets out the potential trajectory of growth.  It will first explore a trajectory without 
significant change in infrastructure provision.  Following that it will look specifically at how the transport 
improvements associated with these three scenarios may affect housing delivery.    
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5 Development trajectory and market interventions  

5.1 What the market could deliver in the context of current land supply constraints 

5.1.1 We have used annual monitoring report (AMR) historic annual delivery figures from 2012/13 – 2016/17 for 
South Essex to inform our assumptions around future delivery rates based on a continuation of existing 
trends. This information (and the resultant average delivery rate) is illustrated in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Annual housing delivery 2012-2017 

Local 
authority  

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17  

Average 

Basildon  622  119  678  816  412  529  

Brentwood  211  107  159  111  150  148  

Castle Point  75  45  202  123  114  112  

Rochford  43  248  167  148  117  145  

Southend-on-
Sea  

254  204  322  222  480  296  

Thurrock  311  323  309  634  603  436  

Total 1,666 

Source: South Essex authorities AMRs 

5.1.2 Taking the average annual delivery figures through this period for South Essex and extrapolating this from 
2017 to 2050 suggests a total-trend based delivery of approximately 56,000 units (approximately 1,700 
units per annum) by 2050.  

5.1.3 Past housing delivery rates are the best guide available (at this level of analysis) for projecting future 
delivery as it reflects (at least as a proxy) developers’ ‘appetite’ to build and the level of market demand (at 
a certain price point as opposed to housing ‘need’). There are many other factors which can and do 
influence delivery rates including: 

 Land supply 

 Strength and depth of future demand 

 Housing price growth expectations 

 Public sector market interventions 

 Macroeconomic changes that affect the ability of developers to deliver housing.  

5.1.4 It is important to note (as supplemented with detail from section 5.2.5), this study does not directly include 
existing sites because its analysis is not granular to a site-specific level. However, as the recent historic 

delivery rate forms the basis of our assumptions around future delivery, and the amount of land available 
for development partially comprises existing allocations for development, the existence of sites currently 
constructing – or soon to commence construction of – new housing will be implicitly reflected by C&W’s 
modelling. 

5.1.5 The delivery of approximately 56,000 homes to 2050 falls short of the local housing need of approximately 
150,000 homes identified as the headline requirement.  The annual need is approximately 4,600, however, 
past delivery has been only about 1,700 per year.  It is necessary to explore how the market could deliver 
more homes, and what interventions would enable as increased rate of delivery. 

5.1.6 There is not currently a five-year housing land supply across South Essex.  This is important because it 
means the tilted balance applies and there is a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  The 
identification and future allocation of new settlements have long lead-in times, not least because bringing 
forward strategic development is likely to mean the formal release of green belt which needs to be done 
through the JSP and local plans.  The speed at which this occurs will have significant implications for the 
trajectory and practice means that such sites which will not address this immediate issue.  While this 
report does not explore this issue in detail, it makes assumptions about the timescales and identifies that 
this situation is likely to continue in the short term.   

5.2 What the market could deliver in the context of increased land supply 

5.2.1 The preceding analysis identified land with the potential for up to 279,600 homes coming forward on sites 
which are not currently considered developable or are potential urban extensions/new settlements, as 
shown in Table 3.5.   

5.2.2 It is necessary to consider how many homes the market could deliver above existing trend-based delivery 
rates of 1,700 homes per annum.  This 1,700 units per annum figure is based on the existing land supply 
and relates to land identified in the SHLAAs and allocated for residential use within a Local Plan.  It 
assumes: 

 no upturn in development densities to match the aspirations of existing planning policy;  

 no town centre intensification, which is an identified trend within many towns within south east 
England; or  

 redevelopment of any existing industrial sites to reflect the trend for intensification of land uses.    

5.2.3 Consequently, the base trajectory assumption is informed by existing delivery rates South Essex, with 
additional assumptions layered on these figures relating to the density of development, town centre 
intensification and industrial site redevelopment. This provides a projection of possible future delivery, 
specifically with: 

 Increased density of development on ‘urban densification’ sites in line with existing policy targets 
and towards the upper end of any ranges specified.  

 Town centre schemes at a density level based on circa 150-unit schemes of apartments (driven 
by the trend towards densification). 

 New settlement densities of 40 dwellings per hectare. 

 The availability of land to develop residential uses on up to 10% of existing industrial land 
allocations. 

5.2.4 These assumptions are set out in detail in Appendix G and lead to an increased figure of approximately 
2,800 units per annum, or approximately 87,400 units which could be delivered between 2019 and 
2038, over the JSP period, and beyond to 2050 for the longer term vision, as shown in Figure 5.1.  

5.2.5 Trajectories have been prepared to show the theoretical contribution each source will make to the delivery 
of homes across South Essex.  It is an exercise to show what could be achieved and does not reflect the 
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current reality of delivery.  It assumes that urban extensions and new settlements are not yet identified so 
does not recognise the considerable current development of urban extensions contained within existing 
Local Plans.  It is also driven by the SHLAA information which means that the urban intensification sites 
run out in the longer term, although this will not happen in practice as more sites will be identified through 
the continuously updated evidence base and local plan reviews.   

5.2.6 Optimistic assumptions have been used relating to timescales; however, in reality it is likely that more time 
will be required for the strategic housing developments to be brought forward through the JSP.  It will also 
be necessary to subsequently prepare and adopt Local Plans which release land from the Green Belt in 
order to facilitate the development of new urban extensions and new settlements.   

Figure 5.1 Housing delivery by typology 

 

5.2.7 These assumed timescales are optimistic for new settlements/ urban extensions: the additional 
development (above the baseline within the urban intensification category) delivers its first units in 2022. 
These units are assumed to be those with existing planning allocations to allow up to two years for 
planning permissions to be achieved and 12-18 months for construction.  

5.2.8 To achieve the significant level of urban extension/new settlement delivery in the medium/later parts of the 
period, the South Essex authorities will need to prepare and adopt plans which release land from the 
green belt. The interventions would also require infrastructure plans to be completed to this timescale to 
allow the housing to come forward. 

5.2.9 While these interventions increase the trajectory by over 1,000 homes per year, there is still a 
considerable gap between the homes needed and what is likely to be delivered.  We now consider how 
delivery could be further increased by assuming the use of more dramatic policy and transport 
interventions. 

 
10 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/independent-review-of-build-out-final-report 

5.3 Policy interventions 

5.3.1 Delivery could be increased further than the higher density scenario by intervening more assertively within 
the study area. Some of the most widely used approaches, or those considered to be potentially most 
effective within the study area, to deliver a step change in delivery are as follows: 

 Increased diversity of tenures 

- The Letwin Review10 identifies the current homogeneity of housing types within large-scale new 
build developments as being one of the principal reasons for current low absorption and delivery 
rates. 

- As a single tenure within a development can theoretically only appeal to a finite number of 
purchasers, increasing the tenure options available should provide schemes with a wider reach 
of purchasers and increase sales (and consequently delivery) rates. 

 Incentivisation of build to rent (BTR) in town centres 

- Leading on from diversity of tenures, one of the principal non-sale alternative tenures in the 
market currently is private rented sector (PRS). The PRS is a significant driver of absorption 
rates (critically, whilst not significantly harming absorption rates of private sale units), as funding 
can be secured up front for development by pre-selling rental units instead of waiting until 
completion to receive income, allowing construction to be completed as quickly as necessary. 
Occupation of the site can also be accelerated upon completion, allowing it to achieve ‘critical 
mass’ rapidly. 

- Importantly, build to rent is only appropriate in certain locations – market activity in the PRS has 
predominantly taken place in cities; close to transport hubs and established commercial 
schemes. As such we think this typology is only likely to be deliverable in town centres. 

 Upfront infrastructure investment by the public sector 

- This is particularly effective for large sites such as urban extensions and new settlements.  It can 
de-risk sites, removing the requirement for private housebuilders to invest large amounts in a 
project up front, and therefore enabling them to accelerate house building.   

- Additional funding for development can be obtained from public bodies such as Homes England 
and the Local Growth Fund (discussed in Section 6.6 in further detail), which have a range of 
funding approaches that can be used to unlock new housing sites which may not be able to 
come forwards without such investment and/or funding. 

 Development corporations to accelerate new settlement delivery 

- A development corporation can provide planning stewardship to an area. Large-scale 
developments require extensive planning, both to develop and evolve a plan for the area, and a 
development corporation can ensure this plan is brought forward cohesively and effectively. They 
are also effective in responding to infrastructure investment needs, and subsequently unlocking 
new land for development.  

 Interventions (such as SPDs) to promote town centre regeneration 

- As with development corporations, SPDs are a useful vehicle for identifying development 
opportunities and ensuring they are coordinated to the benefit of the wider area by providing 
further guidance for development on specific sites, for example.  
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- Alternatively, development frameworks are typically prepared to guide development on larger 
sites, enabling stakeholders to be aware of key issues before planning, and as such accelerating 
and simplifying the planning process. 

 Direct public sector housing development (e.g. use of the HRA) 

o Unlike most private sector developers, local authorities can account for the wider benefits of 
development within their projects.  This allows them to theoretically remove dependency on 
market-based decisions and increase build out and absorption rates if there is enough market 
interest in the location of the development. 

5.3.2 These public policy interventions are not tested as a scenario in themselves, in large part because many 
of them are not spatial.  Instead they are combined with the specific transport interventions to generate 
three different scenarios: rail-led growth, road-led growth and inter-urban connected growth, described in 
the section below.  The impact and effectiveness of these policy interventions on the development 
trajectory forecasts for each scenario varies depending on the investment associated with each package.  
Consequently, a definitive percentage uplift for solely public policy interventions cannot be disaggregated 
from the intervention packages.  Therefore, the transport interventions discussed below are premised on 
there being a raft of policy interventions in place to support their delivery. 

5.4 Transport interventions 

5.4.1 We have identified three indicative packages of infrastructure interventions to test the 3 scenarios that 
might support an increase in housing delivery (up to the additional circa 150,000 homes identified in 
Section 1). They are detailed in Section 3 and are summarised as: 

 Rail-led growth: improvements include upgrading the Shenfield to Southend line and introducing new 
stations, connections with Crossrail at Shenfield and dualling the South Ockenden line.   These 
combined interventions could add significant value, but are dependent on external stakeholders, are 
very expensive and will take a long time to achieve market change. 

 Road-led growth: interventions to improve capacity with investment in the road network and 
encourage outward commuting by car but may put pressure on the strategic network beyond the area 
and on M25.  This scenario maintains car usage, is dependent on buy-in from external stakeholders, 
will take a long time and is expensive.   

 Inter-urban connected growth: interventions to improve connectivity using bus rapid transit within the 
area and provide better north-south connections between existing centres linking Brentwood / 
Shenfield area with Grays / Tilbury. If there was a public transport link added linking the two north and 
south locations via West Horndon this would provide a good interchange to connect with Crossrail. 
This provides alternatives to the M25. Improving connectivity has the potential to be quicker, cheaper 
and more deliverable.  it will affect many sites across the whole area, access more funding sources 
and allows schemes to proceed in a variety of locations at a variety of rates. 

5.4.2 Further independent work will be required to identify the optimum packages of transport interventions that 
most effectively support growth and the delivery of the South Essex 2050 Vision. 

5.4.3 This trajectory analysis is at a high level: they will not be affected by small changes to the final locations of 
stations, for example. If the drivers behind the interventions remain the same, at this level of analysis the 
outputs from the model will not change.   

5.4.4 This model, whilst nominally showing how the different intervention options will affect the build out rate in 
the Study Area, does implicitly cover other interventions as a by-product of this (for example it includes 
overlapping interventions across scenarios, such as BTR). Similarly, the timing assumptions for the model 
do not change based on which transport scenario is being modelled. No ‘combined’ transport intervention 
scenario is available but – unless this involved a very significant step change in the provision of transport – 

we do not envisage that this would increase the rate of housing delivery above the levels for the three 
scenarios. 

5.4.5 These infrastructure intervention packages are applied to the housing development trajectories to develop 
respective forecasts of build-out rates.  The impact of the public policy interventions on these forecasts 
varies based on the infrastructure intervention packages and are discussed for each scenario below. 
Further narrative to support the assumptions around percentage uplift attributable to the interventions has 
been provided in Appendix G . 

Rail-led growth 

5.4.6 Applying the following intervention assumption for rail-led growth results in approximately 120,000 units 
(approximately 3,800 units per annum) which could be delivered between 2019 and 2050. 

 a 100% uplift as the improvement of rail facilities supports a concerted approach to town centre 
improvements and delivering PRS development and greater urbanisation.  

 a 25% uplift as improvement of rail facilities supports PRS development and greater urbanisation and 
the presence of infrastructure funds to unlock difficult sites. 

 A 45% uplift as improves rail facilities through frequency and new stations benefiting new settlements 
and urban extensions; Uplift post-2025 to reflect the formation of Development Corporations. 

Figure 5.2 Rail led trajectory 
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Road-led growth 

5.4.7 Applying the following intervention assumptions for road-led growth results in approximately 116,000 units 
(approximately 3,600 units per annum) which could be delivered between 2019 and 2050. 

 no impact (0% uplift) on town centre development and PRS because road improvements has limited 
benefit to town centres and (to a certain extent) pushes demand out of central areas;  

 a 15% uplift as road improvements do benefit urban areas in terms of intensification and funding to 
unlock difficult sites but the step change is more limited than enabled by rail interventions; 

 a 60% uplift as road improvements are the most critical form of infrastructure for new settlements and 
urban extensions: Uplift post-2025 to reflect the formation of Development Corporations. 

Figure 5.3 Road-led trajectory 

 

Inter-urban connected growth 

5.4.8 Applying the following intervention assumptions for the inter-urban connected growth scenario results in 
approximately 123,000 units (approximately 3,800 units per annum) which could be delivered 
between 2019 and 2050. 

 a medium impact (50%) as agglomeration through improved connectivity increases the employment 
base of the area and the propensity to rent in central town centre areas. But value growth is limited, 
as is the likely take up of PRS in town centres. 

 a 35% uplift as urban intensification increases the employment base of the area and expands the 
areas which are commutable by car and by bus rapid transit.  Increasing connectivity means more 
infrastructure funds are available to unlock difficult sites.  

 a 50% uplift as improved connectivity expands the areas which are commutable by car and by bus 
rapid transit, which benefits new settlements and urban extensions: Uplift post-2025 to reflect the 
formation of Development Corporations. 

Figure 5.4: Inter-urban connectivity trajectory 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

5.5.1 The theoretical delivery trajectories explored above are summarised in the table below.  They illustrate the 
different delivery rates which could be possible factoring in the different transport interventions which could 
be pursued. 

Table 5.2: Delivery trajectories 

Trajectory Total growth 2019-2050 Annual average 

Past delivery rates 56,000 1,700 

Baseline  87,400 2,800 

Policy intervention – Rail-led  120,000 3,800 

Policy intervention – Road-led 116,000 3,600 

Policy intervention – inter-urban connectivity 123,000 3,800 

 

5.5.2 A step change in delivery can be achieved using policy and transport interventions.  The three scenarios 
show that it is possible to achieve an increase of up to approximately 1,000 additional units per year as 
follows: 

 Rail-led growth: approximately 120,000 or 3,800 per year 

 Road-led growth: approximately 116,000 or 3,600 per year 

 Inter-urban connected growth: approximately 123,000 or 3,800 per year 
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5.5.3 While it might be assumed that the rail-led growth scenario would provide the greatest benefits, this is not 
translated into delivery.  This is because while the market can deliver a step change, it is largely 
constrained by timescales and there is not enough evidence to suggest that this could achieve a faster 
rate of growth. 

5.5.4 The inter-urban connectivity growth scenario performs best and is likely to deliver the greatest number of 
homes over the period.  This is because it seeks to create a highly networked transport system with both 
road improvements and investment in bus rapid transit to improve connectivity.  This is particularly 
important to improve the currently poor north south connections and provides opportunities for a new 
interchange to connect to Crossrail.  This scenario will affect a larger number of sites distributing benefits 
across a wider area and enabling sites to be developed concurrently and accessing a large number of 
funding sources, for less money and in a quicker timescale.  The likely quicker rate of deliver is a key 
advantage over the rail-led growth scenario.  

5.5.5 We have not considered a combined transport intervention scenario.  Although we recognise that this is 
the most likely outcome.  The reasons we have not modelled one is because unless it involved a very 
significant step change in the provision of transport, we do not envisage that it would increase the rate of 
housing delivery above the levels for the scenarios already set out.  
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6 Viability and funding 

6.1 Approach to understanding viability 

6.1.1 The purpose of the viability analysis within this study is to help to understand the broad challenges and 
opportunities for housing delivery in this area. It does not seek to provide anything that constitutes a formal 
valuation (including being covered by any element of the RICS red book). Given the breadth of the area 
covered within the study coupled with the purpose of the study, the viability analysis will not correspond 
exactly to each individual market.  The high-level nature and scale of this study means that we have 
disregarded some specific local authority valuations, such as local plan viability studies, in favour of this 
more wide-reaching approach in order that the final figures are more representative of the area as a 
whole. The broad findings do not mean that individual sites and schemes in different locations across 
South Essex are not viable.  

6.1.2 The two factors that we have sought to consider at this point are: 

 Location: considering a sample of residential values three distinct areas provides a broad proxy for 
the whole range of values across South Essex.  C&W has chosen three larger centres, each 
representing a different value band: 

o Brentwood (upper level of values) 

o Southend (middle level of values), and 

o Basildon (lower level of values) 

 These locations represent a blended value for the wider study area, as all the values in the locations 
that have not been selected fall somewhere within this range.  

 Development typology: considering three types of development which are most dependent on a ‘step 
change’ in the market and are impacted by changes to infrastructure provision: 

o Town centre development: dense (typically 100 dph) schemes. 

o Urban extensions: significant new housing on the edge of existing settlements needing an 
element of new strategic infrastructure. 

o New settlements: very significant new housing in distinct locations needing significant new 
strategic infrastructure for them to be delivered.  

6.1.3 Three typologies have not been specifically modelled: 

 Urban intensification: this is how most new housing is developed at the current time and the factors 
that limit it are heavily linked to relatively high existing land values and site-specific issues.  At this 
level of analysis, we have assumed that these housing units will not require significant infrastructure 
investment (outside site-specific amendments) and will not create a surplus/ deficit in viability terms. 

 Industrial land development: this is an emerging area which can have significant viability constraints. 
The industrial land within this study is heavily skewed towards the west of the study area.  At this 
level of analysis, we have assumed that these housing units will not require significant infrastructure 
investment (outside of site-specific amendments) and will not create a surplus/ deficit in viability terms 
as the development mix with industrial uses will be optimised. 

 Public transport corridors: partially because of the way the figures are reported i.e. much of this 
typology is already captured as town centre or urban intensification types, there is a very limited 

number of these units within the development trajectory (fewer than 400) and at this level of analysis 
it is de-minimis. 

6.1.4 Appraisals of the typologies generates a residual land value (RLV) for the respective schemes (by 
location). This assessment does not consider the existing value of the land (referred to in this assessment 
as the benchmark land value (BLV)). 

6.1.5 The BLV of the development options has been quantified at an aggregate (i.e. for the full housing delivery 
expectation across South Essex) level only.  

6.1.6 In order to come to an overarching viability position for the study area, the aggregate RLV is calculated by 
taking the average (for the three proxy locations) RLV for each respective typology and then applying this 
to the residential units which hare assumed to be developed in the period. 

6.2 Scheme principles 

6.2.1 The scheme modelled is 150 residential units (across the respective residential locations and 
development typologies), which we have chosen as a reasonable size assumption (albeit at the upper 
end) for what can be expected to be delivered as a single-phase scheme for the three typologies.  There 
is a variation in the density of the schemes (across development typologies). 

6.2.2 The output of the viability assessment is the RLV which represents the potential value of the land based 
on the proposed scheme. Importantly, this analysis is based on a policy compliant proportion of affordable 
housing, this uses the proportion of affordable housing identified in the Local Plans. This has a major 
impact on scheme viability as the three development typologies modelled are all likely to have different 
infrastructure costs and/ or development constraints which may limit viability. This is particularly the case 
with site-enabling infrastructure work which is considerably higher in new settlements and conversely build 
costs which are higher in town centres.    

6.2.3 The appraisal variables and assumptions used are provided in Appendix H .   

6.3 Infrastructure requirements 

6.3.1 The schemes are expected to fund their ‘site enabling infrastructure’ which will be a significant cost for the 
urban extensions and particularly the new settlements. What the schemes are not expected to fund (and is 
not incorporated into our analysis) is the upgrades to the sub-regional infrastructure which are a critical 
part of achieving a step change in housing delivery rates in the area.  

6.3.2 The exact cost and scope of the infrastructure will depend on the spatial option which is pursued through 
the JSP.  

6.4 Viability findings  

Residual land value 

6.4.1 The table below summarises the outputs, as RLV, of the strategic appraisal. This takes a strategic 
approach, which identifies general viability but does not, and cannot for a study which is considering an 
approach to strategic growth, recognise the nuance and variations within South Essex.  The following 
points are notable: 

 Outside the highest value parts of South Essex (Brentwood and towards Chelmsford), schemes 
generally cannot support a policy compliant level of affordable housing and be viable; however, this 
will need to be further tested on a site-by-site basis  

 Urban extensions are the most viable typology 

 New settlements are the least viable typology 
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Table 6.1 Indicative residual land value  

Development typology Value location Residualised price 

Town centre 

Low -£7,100,000 

Medium -£2,700,000 

High £2,200,000 

Urban extension 

Low -£6,700,000 

Medium -£990,000 

High £4,800,000 

New settlement 

Low -£11,600,000 

Medium -£6,100,000 

High £920,000 

Rounded to nearest £100,000 

Benchmark land value 

6.4.2 This analysis is prior to consideration of the BLV and to this end, the town centre schemes are likely to 
have a vastly higher BLV than urban extensions and new settlements. 

6.4.3 MHCLG11 guidance for policy purposes puts agricultural existing use values at c. £22,500 per hectare, 
while commercial uses are £2.4-2.5 million per hectare.  In contrast, residential land ranges from £3.3-£7m 
per hectare.  The potential uplift to residential uses is significant but to achieve this, it often requires 
infrastructure investment.   

6.4.4 This MHCLG data has been used to calculate the BLV for South Essex and has been applied to typologies 
on the following basis. 

 Town centre development: commercial values (mid-range). 

 Urban extensions: agricultural values. 

 New settlements: agricultural values.  

 Urban intensification: residential values (mid-range).  

 Industrial land development: commercial values (mid-range). 

 
11 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/488041/Land_values_2015.
pdf  

 Public transport corridors (i.e. rail station related development): residential values (mid-range). 

6.5 What does this mean for South Essex? 

6.5.1 The table below shows the headline viability for the inter-urban connectivity scenario, which assumes an 
increased land supply, a step change in infrastructure provision and public policy interventions.  This 
shows that across the different typologies/forms of growth modelled, the growth is not viable.   

Table 6.2 Viability summary results – inter-urban connectivity scenario 

Typology Potential 
homes 

Land area 
(hectares) 

RLV (£M) BLV (£M) Balance 
(£M) 

Town centres 8,900  103  -£150   £250  -£400  

Urban intensification/ densification 52,500  1,307   £6,730   £6,730   £0*  

Public transport corridors  400  4   £20   £20   £0*  

Employment areas 6,000  100   £250   £250   £0*  

New settlements 26,200  654  -£970   £10  -£ 980  

Urban extensions 29,200  729  -£190   £20  -£ 210  

Total 123,200  2,898   £5,690  £7,280  -£ 1,590  

Note: in C&W’s land value capture model, the land values balance each other for Urban intensification/ densification, 
public transport corridors and employment areas.  This is because generally land in these areas is already identified 
for residential development, or otherwise purchased speculatively with future development in mind. 

6.5.2 This does not mean that all development is not viable, but it means that across the spectrum of sites that 
make up the supply, not all are likely to come forward for development.  Or that if they did, it is likely that 
other policy compromises might have to be made.  For example, as previously highlighted, this deficit is 
based on fully policy compliant (in terms of affordable housing provision) schemes. 

6.5.3 These results illustrate the strained viability within this area (at policy level affordable housing). This has 
implications for the quality levels that schemes can achieve given the tendency to put downward pressure 
on construction costs to maximise deliverability.  Viability constraints such as these are not conducive to 
the delivery of schemes meeting above-expectation ‘quality agendas’; in a real-life scenario, the value-
engineering of a scheme’s construction is one of the principal methods for increasing viability alongside 
reducing affordable housing levels. 

6.5.4 Further detailed commentary as to how delivery mechanisms will affect these outputs is provided in 
Section 7. 
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6.6 Funding streams  

6.6.1 As illustrated in Section 6.5, there ‘upfront’ viability of much of the potential development within the area is 
likely to be challenged. Therefore, other funding streams outside of standard private sector financing may 
need to be considered to bring forward development. 

6.6.2 There are a variety of funding streams that are available to aid housing delivery. The funding streams that 
we consider relevant to South Essex are as follows:   

Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF)  

6.6.3 The HIF is a £5.5bn fund that is available to the public sector in order to unlock housing and accelerate its 
delivery. The fund is split between two branches: 

 Marginal Viability Funding (MVF): used to provide the final/missing piece of infrastructure funding in 
order to unlock new and existing residential sites. Applicants are required to demonstrate that there is 
market failure present, and that funding is appropriate to bridge the viability gap. Bids for MVF are 
capped at £10m. Although expressions of interest are now closed, and the evaluation process is 
underway, gap funding programmes in the future may follow a similar model.  

 Forward Funding (FF): used for upfront investment in infrastructure including transport, utilities, land 
assembly, green infrastructure and blue infrastructure. It is aimed at large schemes and bids for FF 
are capped at £250m. Much like MVF, expressions of interest are now closed, and the evaluation 
process is underway. Again, this form of funding may form a template for future interventions where a 
cashflow gap exists.   

 The Planning for the Future paper published in March 2020 has however made reference to a future 
£10bn Single HIF with further detail expected in the summer’s Comprehensive Spending Review. 

Home Building fund  

6.6.4 The Home Building fund is a £4.5bn fund that offers both development finance and infrastructure finance. 
The Home Building fund is available to the private sector for both small and large sites; Loans of £250,000 
to £250m are available for applicants. Typical terms for the development finance are c. five years, and up 
to 20 years for the infrastructure finance. Applications for this funding stream are open; infrastructure 
finance can be drawn down up to 31 March 2021 and development finance can be drawn down up to 31 
March 2023.  

Accelerated Construction fund  

6.6.5 The Accelerated Construction fund is a £1.7bn fund that is available for the public sector. It is aimed at 
local authorities wanting to develop out surplus land holdings at pace. This funding stream combats the 
issue of stagnant, unused land with potential for housing. In order to be eligible for funding, sites must 
have the capacity for a minimum of 50 homes. This funding is a grant and applies to both small and large 
sites  

Land Assembly fund  

6.6.6 The Land Assembly fund is a £1.3bn fund that is focused towards funding acquisition and enabling works 
for development. It is available for the public sector and both small and large sites are acceptable.  

Small Sites fund  

6.6.7 The Small Sites fund is a £630m fund that is aimed at speeding up infrastructure delivery on small sites 
that have stalled. It is available to the public sector and launched in September 2018; applications are 

currently open. Although this funding stream focuses specifically on smaller sites, it could act as a useful 
tool in unlocking stalled sites that could form part of a larger scheme in the future.  

Estates Regeneration fund  

6.6.8 The Estates Regeneration fund is a £140m project finance fund that is used to kick-start/accelerate the 
regeneration of estates by funding land assembly. This fund is available to the private sector however 
applications require the support of the local community and Local Authority. Applications must be 
fundamentally viable in order to receive funding. Funding is available until it has been fully allocated. The 
Estates Regeneration Fund could be an effective way to deliver houses on brownfield sites within South 
Essex.  

Land Release fund  

6.6.9 The Land Release fund is a £45m cash injection in to 79 projects across Britain, supporting the delivery of 
7,280 new homes on council owned land. The fund has been used to combat barriers that make land 
unusable for development. It is administered through a partnership with Local Government Association 
and One Public Estate (OPE). Applications have now closed, and the successful bids will release land for 
homes by March 2020. Much like HIF funding, we consider funding streams like this will come forward in 
the foreseeable future.  

Private sector infrastructure tariffs 

6.6.10 The upfront cost of infrastructure is a major impediment to the pace (of development) and viability of new 
settlements. New settlements offer the opportunity for a variety of additional funding opportunities, such as 
development corporations (considered further in Section 7.6).  The private sector can also play a role in 
enabling this, for example: 

 Urban and Civic model: put the infrastructure in and then licences serviced plots to housebuilders so 
they only pay for plots once sales are achieved. This appeals to house builders as it is more capital 
efficient but it enables Urban and Civic to retain an element of control. Allows build-out at pace which 
achieves critical mass early on. Accelerated Infrastructure fund - Urban and Civic considers this to be 
key to their model. Funding on a long-term basis which helps to absorb some of the upfront costs. 
Loan and interest repaid out of realised proceeds. Alconbury is an example of this. 

 There could be the potential (unproven in relation to large new settlements) for investment funds (e.g. 
Aviva, L&G) to invest in infrastructure for new settlements and take long term, low risk returns. The 
issue is that the repayment for upfront investment will be linked to property market risk and to convert 
this risk into something which these organisations can take on, a public-sector intermediary is likely to 
be required. For example, an ‘income strip’ approach would follow this broad structure and involve the 
public sector committing to a head lease on a scheme to enhance the project's viability compared to a 
more speculative development. 

Land value capture 

6.6.11 The ability of the public sector and/ or those who fund and develop the strategic infrastructure to capture 
an element of the land value uplift is determined by the planning and development framework within which 
landowners and property developers operate. The premise for the ability to capture value is that, through 
significant expansion in land allocations and the upfront funding of major strategic infrastructure, the public 
sector is the primary actor in increasing land value potential. Some existing methods of capturing this 
value are as follows: 

 Community Infrastructure Levy: This is applied by individual Councils to fund infrastructure. The 
Mayoral CIL in London has been used to capture the value (subject to certain minimums in 
development scale etc) which Crossrail is expected to have on commercial and residential values. 
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 Affordable Housing: The requirements set by local authorities for affordable housing provision within 
any housing development are not traditionally seen as a type of 'land value capture'. However, the 
level of affordable housing that is achieved on new developments is often below policy levels which 
suggests that - where the developer can make a viability case - fully meeting policy requirements 
reduces land values. Whilst no definitive data on the undershooting of affordable housing targets 
across England is available a study of 11 local authority areas by Shelter in 2017 showed a circa 80% 
reduction from policy levels on sites where applicants sought dispensation to not meet policy levels. 
On this basis, the delivery of at least some of the policy level affordable housing provision can be 
seen as 'public policy' capturing value. 

 Section 106 and 278 agreements: These are subject to a series of tight conditions. Under CIL 
Regulations (which also cover Section 106), Section 106 is expected to be targeted at mitigating the 
impacts of individual developments and therefore has limited ability to create value outside of the 
specific site. However, previous pooling restrictions have now been relaxed which provides greater 
opportunity to use such contributions to fund and deliver strategic infrastructure. 

6.7 Viability summary 

6.7.1 This analysis shows that under the inter-urban connectivity transport-led growth scenario, which has the 
potential to deliver in the order of 123,000 homes over the period to 2050, development is not viable.  This 
underlines the challenge to the South Essex authorities to meet the Government’s local housing need of 
152,000 homes over the same period.   

6.7.2 In practice, rather than no growth coming forward in the circumstances that land was made available 
through appropriate allocations, this means that a proportion of the 123,000 homes would be delivered.  
How much and where this growth would take place will depend on site-specific factors.  This assumes that 
a policy compliant level of affordable housing would be included; a more flexible approach to affordable 
housing may make this scenario more viable and so increase delivery.   

6.7.3 It is clear that for housing growth to be delivered it will need to be focused in the most viable locations or in 
locations where infrastructure improvement would deliver the greatest step change/uplift in land values.  
However, this approach must be considered with other policy objectives as it would serve to perpetuate 
the existing economic geography and would not secure the investment required to improve the economy 
of South Essex which is less well linked into London. Such an approach would pose viability challenges for 
which there will need to be credible long-term solution, potentially requiring a greater level of public sector 
support to kickstart market and investor confidence. These could include the types of initiatives set out in 
Section 6.6, including public sector funding streams and land value capture mechanisms. Further detail on 
potential interventions is set out in the following section.  
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7 Delivery mechanisms 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 The scale of delivery sought within this study (up to circa 150,000 homes by 2050) is a circa threefold 
increase on the average housing delivery seen in this area in the last five years (2013-2017). This is 
clearly a vast uplift and is unlikely to happen in the current planning context, within existing infrastructure 
delivery plans and with the current business model of housing developers.  

7.1.2 The underlying viability constraint on large-scale development in this area reflects the relatively (by 
‘London commuter belt’ standards) restricted end value of residential units. Affordable housing policy 
levels further challenge viability.  

7.1.3 Even with assumed market interventions to provide and fund sub-regional infrastructure provision, the 
strategic infrastructure costs for new settlements and urban extensions (which make up 40-50% of the 
projected new units) is significant and a major drag on new developments.     

7.2 Principles of possible public-sector interventions 

7.2.1 A broad range of intervention principles should be considered by the public sector to accelerate housing 
delivery, including:  

i. Promoting, including funding, of strategic infrastructure delivery to serve new development. For large 
scale development the upfront cost of significant infrastructure planning and delivery is often a major 
constraint or risk item. A mechanism to pay back a cost per unit to a public sector backed body (who 
has funded the infrastructure) should help to speed up development.  

ii. Pay back strategic infrastructure costs per unit to a public sector backed body that has forward funded 
infrastructure to help accelerate development. 

iii. Proactively supporting the assembly of development sites, potentially using CPO powers. 

iv. Optimising the development potential of surplus public sector land and bringing sites to the market in 
an appropriate manner. Small plots in the ownership of the public sector to be ring-fenced for small 
developers. Conditional deferred land payment (potential in return for a ground rent stake) could be 
offered to incentive the pace of build out.  

v. Support for issues which have a key bearing on development scheme viability (and therefore 
deliverability), including affordable housing: flexible levels, tenures and phasing to suit local needs – 
planning policy being a key mechanism at Local Authorities’ disposal. Positive planning policy support 
for delivery of a range of tenure types, including specifically private rented sector (PRS) 
accommodation.  

vi. Bespoke delivery mechanisms for large new settlements. 

7.2.2 Of these tools, we consider the first, fourth and fifth are the most relevant.  We have discounted the 
practically of using site assembly powers to make a meaningful contribution to accelerating growth in 
South Essex because the scale of growth being considered.  It will continue to be a useful tool at a local 
level.  Similarly, in relation to development on public sector land, while we anticipate that the South Essex 
authorities will seek to use their land interests to stimulate the market, we do not the scale of delivery to be 
significant in the context of the overall requirement. 

7.2.3 To help ensure that in combination with these initiatives, the market is encouraged to actually deliver new 
homes, planning policy and conditionality around funding can be used to enforce ‘ideal’ housing mixes 

 
12 Independent Review of Build Out Final Report, Rt Hon Sir Oliver Letwin MP, October 2018, CM9720 

aligned to the Letwin Report’s12 findings. Conditionality of funding can also extend to stretched delivery 
targets for obtaining funding, financially incentivising a higher pace of delivery, which can include 
encouraging multiple developers on large sites to increase delivery rates.  

 

7.3 Planning contributions to fund strategic infrastructure 

7.3.1 Declining availability of public sector funding at Central and Local Government level will provide a 
challenge to the delivery of infrastructure to support the scale of growth envisaged. Area-based 
mechanisms such as CIL and Section 106 contributions are the traditional mechanism for generating 
contributions from developers:  

7.3.2 CIL sets contribution levels for each land use for this to be collected and allocated to the overall 
infrastructure budget for the area. A significant proportion of the new homes envisaged are expected to be 
on ‘strategic sites’. Such sites are often excluded from CIL due to the ability to deliver new homes being 
directly linked to infrastructure spending (the CIL does not give timing commitments for when infrastructure 
will be developed) and a recognition that this will need to be paid directly by developers. However, if the 
public sector is to deliver much of the infrastructure for strategic sites (outside of the actions of individual 
developers) and to do this prior to development, then a CIL type regime could be introduced on these 
strategic sites to repay any initial infrastructure investment.  

7.3.3 Section 106 contributions are derived on a scheme-by-scheme basis and are paid ‘in kind’ (i.e. through the 
direct delivery of infrastructure/ other works) or in a financial payment to the local authority. Even for the 
non-strategic schemes, these costs should be directly linked to the proposed development.  

7.4 Strategic infrastructure forward funding 

7.4.1 Strategic utilities infrastructure is typically funded and delivered by the infrastructure providers through the 
Asset Management Plan (AMP) cycles. The timescales associated with these AMP cycles, and the 
requirement for development schemes to be committed before they are reflected in AMPs can cause 
problems in the delivery of infrastructure to support development schemes. By providing a long-term 
framework for strategic growth in South Essex, this growth study can support long-term integration of 
growth and utility infrastructure planning. 

7.4.2 In order to facilitate an increased pace of development, the South Essex strategy in relation to utilities 
provision should be to drive economies of scale and collaborative working between stakeholders in order 
to plan for delivery ahead of need.  

7.4.3 Forward funding of strategic infrastructure could involve direct Local Authority infrastructure funding or 
coordinating funding bids to Central Government through mechanisms such as those listed in Section 6.7. 
Other mechanisms which may be used by the public sector to forward fund infrastructure delivery include: 

i. Public Works Loan Board (PWLB), which allows local authorities to invest in capital works and assets 
at rates set by HM Treasury. There are options to payback loan using an enhanced Business Rates 
(TIF Funding).  

ii. Local Authority Bonds which often provide opportunity for pension funds, banks, insurance companies 
and other institutions to invest in infrastructure.  

iii. Tax Increment Funding, which allows local authorities to borrow against future increase in business 
rates resulting from the provision of new infrastructure. TIF requires a degree of certainty around 
future tax returns available to the local authority.  
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iv. Business Rate Retention, which can be used as an instrument to raise finance against for upfront 
infrastructure, and can be pooled across local authorities (clearly, this relates to commercial assets, 
not residential development).  

v. Local Asset Based Vehicles (LABV) which allow local authorities to use their assets (e.g. land) to lever 
long term investment from private sector, based on public and private sector partnership in which risk 
and reward is shared. 

vi. Private Finance Initiative (PF2) which is being targeted at longer term investors such as pension 
funds. 

vii. Local Government Pension Funds through the recently established Local Government Pension 
Scheme Infrastructure Fund. 

viii. Institutional Investors, harnessing the appetite for investment in UK infrastructure attracted by 
potential of long-term stable yields. 

7.5 Capitalising on market trends through policy interventions 

7.5.1 The growth opportunity from this is contingent upon support in the delivery of economic infrastructure, 
including the delivery of adequate digital infrastructure and the provision of appropriate commercial 
employment space in a coordinated way across South Essex.  This is something that the other strands of 
work informing the JSP, notably the digital strategy and Local Industrial Strategy, will need to take forward. 

7.5.2 The table below sets out key trends in the market, together with potential policy interventions and impact 
on housing delivery. 

Table 7.1 Market trends and potential policy interventions 

Market trend Potential policy intervention Impact 

The growth of PRS and 
other different housing 
tenures within the 
residential market  

Ensure supportive planning policy to 
support the delivery of PRS and 
affordable housing requirements. 
Ensure land supply supports delivery 
Facilitate wider policies which support 
PRS i.e. jobs and growth in town centres 
 

Meet housing needs 
Encourages labour force to move 
from urban areas in London  
Will stimulate complementary 
development in these areas 

A growth in spend on the 
leisure and night-time 
economy offer – cinemas 
as an anchor in town 
centres to draw in visitors 
and shoppers • 

Where this exists already, ensure cinema 
and any other key leisure amenities 
Ensure space for critical supporting food 
and drink uses to generate value and 
drive footfall 

Will help raise the profile of town 
centres to increase dwell time 
and hopefully encourage repeat 
visits 

Help to create an environment 
which people can enjoy and that 
meets their needs 

Ensure the right balance of 
retail supply against 
demand 

Reduce town centre boundaries where 
appropriate 
Reconfigure space available to make it 
more flexible and meet the demands of 
new/potential retailers 

With increased leisure and food 
and drink facilities (from the 
above intervention), retail supply 
should complement it 

Supports housing delivery in town 
centres 

Universities as economic 
drivers/catalysts 

Ensure education, funding and planning 
supports growth of higher education 

Stimulate growth and economic 
investment especially in town 

Market trend Potential policy intervention Impact 

institutions in the local area to ensure 
best possible outcomes. 

Planning policy supports right level of 
growth of student housing in right 
locations – town centres prefers 

Support delivery of new university and 
R&D space using policy levers at its 
disposal 

Ensure public transport system supports 
higher education institutions 

Secure private sector funding for R&D 
facilities supporting growth in higher 
skilled and better paid employment 

Links to start up and SME businesses 

centres where student housing 
may be located 

Facilitate the development 
of infrastructure and 
connectivity of new 
residential schemes to link 
with existing town centres 

Ensure LPAs supports the development 
of road and rail networks to facilitate the 
growth of residential developments 

This will encourage people to 
move to these locations and will 
enhance the overall 
attractiveness of the 
developments for commuters and 
families as it will facilitate access 

7.6 Bespoke delivery arrangements for new settlements 

New Towns Act / development corporations 

7.6.1 The post-war new towns were delivered by new town development corporations created under the New 
Towns Act 1946. This earlier generation of new town development corporations were answerable to 
central government. Current proposals are to change the regulations to allow locally accountable New 
Town Development Corporations to be set up to encourage a locally-led approach to new garden 
settlements. These changes are set out within The New Towns Act 1981 (Local Authority Oversight) 
Regulations: consultation paper with Government currently reviewing feedback received on the proposals. 
The purpose of the Local Authority Oversight Regulations is to transfer as many functions as possible from 
the Secretary of State to an oversight authority. 

7.6.2 The proposed 1981 New Towns Act does not have to be updated to enable the identification of a site: the 
attention of the Secretary of State could be drawn to a large allocation, accompanied by a request to 
designate it under the New Towns Act. Once the site is designated, the Secretary of State creates a 
Development Corporation and the powers are localised although there remain some issues where local 
control is curtailed:  

7.6.3 Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) powers will not be transferred to the oversight authority and will 
remain with the Secretary of State. There is therefore a concern that without CPO powers the oversight 
authorities and local development corporations will not be able to negotiate reasonable land deals with 
landowners to implement garden communities. Any development corporation will want to be clear that the 
land asset is available before committing to the infrastructure investment necessary to deliver a high-
quality garden community. 

7.6.4 The emerging regulations require Treasury consent if the outstanding borrowing of a development 
corporation is more than £100 million. Almost any genuine new town will, at least potentially, need more 
debt than £100 million and there is no certainty of investment/ funding beyond the cap. 
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7.6.5 To a certain extent, local authorities already hold many of the powers need to act to intervene on these 
large sites but lack the resources, experience and scale to act. Therefore, the use of, or the threat of the 
use of, a development corporation can be a helpful bargaining tool for local authorities to seek accelerated 
housing delivery from reluctant landowners.  

Local delivery vehicles 

7.6.6 Local delivery vehicles (LDV) sit under development corporations and there are several types/ structures: 

 The general principle is that the LDV is set up to provide consistent leadership, work closely with 
residents and ensure early delivery of infrastructure. Given the responsibility and accountability of the 
LDV, there is considerable value in a local authority controlling the LDV once established, however 
owners of all or most of the allocated land and promoters with a controlling interest are also entitled to 
play a role in governance with their legal interests being reflected.  

 This effectively means individual councils becoming partners in the delivery of major new settlements 
in some manner. Through a direct involvement/ ownership of the scheme, they have more opportunity 
to directly channel public sector funding into meeting their objectives but the specific control that they 
can exert over the LDV will only be established in negotiation and through having the power to 
threaten or incentivise developers.  

7.6.7 As an example, Northstowe, in Cambridgeshire, is a planned new town of 10,000 homes with the overall 
scheme being driven by Homes England as the majority landowner. Phase 1 is being promoted by 
Gallagher Estates, which is disposing of sites to various housebuilders. In 2014 Homes England evaluated 
the long-term delivery options and decided to act as ‘master-developer’ in the LDV, funding and 
commissioning key enabling works and selling serviced land to the housebuilder. This then led to the site 
being identified as one of the pilot sites for the direct commissioning initiative which was announced in the 
2015 budget – now referred to the Accelerated Construction fund. While this has increased the pace and 
quantum of housing delivery, it has meant that Homes England has needed to take a more direct role in 
delivery and accept greater sales risk.  

 Local Authority interventions to reduce development risk 

7.6.8 Council support for the viability of early phase: new settlements typically struggle to establish a viable 
commercial centre at an early stage in development or to bring forward different (non-standard) housing 
tenures. The lack of a vibrant commercial centre can restrict the attractiveness of the residential elements. 
Councils may be able to improve scheme viability for the developer (and thus extract other concessions) 
through: 

i. Taking a ‘put’ option on the first phase of commercial if delivered relatively early (i.e. the Council 
would take the investment risk on the asset but also derive long term income). 

ii. Anchoring the commercial element of the scheme with any organisational requirements that it may 
have. 

iii. Taking the development risk on individual land parcels. They directly develop (through a public-sector 
housing company or through the Housing Revenue Account) a plot for housing tenures which it deems 
to meet the wider ‘need’ in the South Essex, but which do not cannibalise normal build-out rates (e.g. 
rented residential development). 

7.7 Delivery options summary 

7.7.1 Given the findings of the previous section and the diverse nature of growth across South Essex, it is likely 
that a range of different delivery mechanisms, including policy interventions potentially within the JSP, will 
need to be used to stimulate and support housing growth. While there is scope using public sector 
landownership or acquisition for the client authorities to directly deliver housing, these vehicles carry the 
greatest degree of risk.   

7.7.2 The following table summarises the key delivery findings: 

Table 7.2 Delivery options summary 

Public sector intervention 
principles 

Relevance to types of growth 
considered 

Geographical focus 

Promoting, including funding, of 
strategic infrastructure delivery to 
serve new development.  

Critical for new settlements. 

Potential application to support 
urban intensification where there 
are fragmented site ownerships 
and significant upfront 
infrastructure requirements 

The biggest impact is for new 
settlements which are connected 
to growing areas of employment. 

North-south linkages are likely to 
require the greatest funding 
support. 

A mechanism to pay back 
strategic infrastructure costs per 
unit to a public sector backed 
body (who has funded the 
infrastructure) should help to 
speed up development. 

Important for new settlements 
and urban extensions 

The biggest impact is for new 
settlements which are connected 
to growing areas of employment. 

North-south linkages are likely to 
require the greatest funding 
support. 

Connecting new settlements to 
other areas is critical. 

Proactively supporting the 
assembly of development sites, 
potentially using CPO powers. 

Town centres 

Urban intensification 

Major town centres within the 
Study Area including Brentwood, 
Basildon, Southend and Grays.  

Optimising the development 
potential of surplus public sector 
land and bringing sites to the 
market in an appropriate manner.  

Urban intensification 

Urban extensions 

Further work is needed to identify 
scope of public ownership. 

Also, engagement across public 
sector bodies, including central 
Government 

Positive planning policy support 
for delivery of a range of tenure 
types, including specifically PRS/ 
BTR accommodation.  

Town centre 

Urban intensification 

Areas with relatively high values 
close to transport facilities (in 
lower value areas, the push to 
private rented tenures is limited). 

Bespoke delivery mechanisms for 
large new settlements. 

Critical for new settlements due to 
the lack of depth of developers 
with the skills and experience to 
deliver. 

Urban development corporations 
for central areas within 
underutilised land assets. 

The optimum sites will be large 
scale (as opposed to a number of 
small sites) and with good 
connectivity to employment 
areas.  

 

7.7.3 The following section sets out overall recommendations on how these delivery options could best support 
growth in South Essex. 
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8 Findings and recommendations 

8.1 Introduction 

8.1.1 This report has two key purposes: firstly, to provide the starting point for the raft of evidence base which 
will inform the JSP.  Secondly it will feed into discussions which the ASELA will be having with strategic 
partners, and Government, LEP and other funders, and other stakeholders in the Thames Estuary and 
East of England which will be critical in delivering growth and the infrastructure to support that growth.  

8.2 Key findings 

How much could be delivered? 

8.2.1 Housing delivery in South Essex has fallen short of targets since the system of regional plans was revoked 
in 2010.  Under the Government’s standard method for calculating housing need, the minimum housing 
requirement that must be delivered in South Essex now stands significantly higher than not only previous 
delivery rates but also most of the adopted targets in place across the area.   

8.2.2 We have explained the approach taken to assessing high level deliverability and for clarity, we bring the 
outputs of these findings together in a single table below which shows the gap between the Government’s 
requirement for South Essex and our view on delivery with reference to a series of potential transport led 
interventions. 

Table 8.1 Housing need and delivery summary 

 Per annum 2018-2038 2018-2050 

Housing need 

Local housing need (standard method) 4,600 92,300 147,700 

Previous housing delivery 

Historic delivery (2013-17) projected forward 1,700 33,300 53,300 

Required increase in delivery 2,900 59,000 94,400 

Forecast housing trajectory 

Baseline 2,800 56,400 90,200 

Transport-led Interventions (see table 5.2) 3,600-3,800 74,800-79,400 119,700-127,000 

Housing delivery (transport-led trajectory) 

Increase above historic delivery 1,900-2,100 41,500-46,100 66,400-73,700 

Difference from local housing need (shortfall) (800-1,000) (12,900-17,500) (20,700-28,000) 

 

8.2.3 In this study, a theoretical policy-off capacity of around 279,500 dwellings has been identified; this is 
comfortably in excess of the Government’s minimum housing requirement of 147,700 homes over the 
period to 2050.  However, this capacity requires further testing through the JSP development to factor in 
qualitative judgements on accessibility, sustainability, the character of the local area, how growth might 
relate to other regeneration goals, infrastructure, local highway capacity as well as deliverability and 
viability etc.  Even after this exercise has taken place, it is unlikely that this would reduce potential supply 
to the extent that it might fall below that needed to meet the identified requirement. 

8.2.4 This shows that, in theory, it is not the supply of housing land which is the future constraint on growth but 
instead it is constraints on, and within, the housing market.  Furthermore, there have been constraints on 
supply in the past, which without changes to policy would continue to exist. However, the greatest 
challenge is likely to be the step-change in the market, through strategic infrastructure investment, that is 
needed to accelerate housing delivery to meet these minimum targets.   

Where should the growth be located? 

8.2.5 This study has identified that theoretical supply far outstrips demand which provides the South Essex 
authorities with choice in terms of where new greenfield strategic growth should be allocated.  Using a 
robust and objective approach this study has identified sustainable and accessible locations for areas of 
search for urban extensions and new settlements.  However, because of the differences in existing 
evidence across South Essex, there is not enough information to be able to identify a preferred approach 
to growth within this study.   

8.2.6 This is clearly illustrated in relation to housing land supply which was examined in detail at Appendix A.  
There is currently no five-year housing land supply across South Essex and getting one in place as soon 
as possible is essential.  This requires strategic and local plan making to identify suitable, sustainable, 
available and achievable sites for development and put policies in place to deliver them.  This study has 
taken a constraints-led brownfield-first approach.  Brownfield sites are generally the most sustainable, 
subject to place making considerations, and should be identified and developed as soon as possible.  
Following this sequentially preferable source of supply, greenfield land should be considered.  The areas 
of search identified should be investigated further to identify the best and most sustainable locations for 
future growth which could be included with the JSP and Local Plans.     

8.2.7 The sieving method we have used identifies a range of options available to meet the housing needs 
across South Essex. The spatial options considered in this study confirm that brownfield land will continue 
to account for a significant proportion of housing delivery in South Essex, subject to it being available and 
deliverable.  There are real regeneration benefits in terms of diversifying the role and function of existing 
places which can accrue to existing locations by supporting brownfield development.  This is particularly 
relevant to South Essex’s town centres which at present have a limited residential role; introducing more 
people to town centres would enhance their vitality and vibrancy by increasing footfall and spend in 
centres. The study identifies that there is some scope to accommodate new development on deliverable, 
developable and additional sites in town centres and along transport corridors within settlements.   In the 
longer term, this will mean that the scope for investment from the market in town centres is greater, 
particularly if the public sector plays a role in kickstarting that investment as it already is in many centres in 
South Essex e.g. Southend.  However, further work is needed in the form of urban capacity studies to 
understand in more detail the exact scale of growth and their infrastructure requirements from these 
brownfield typologies that could feasibly be delivered within the JSP’s lifetime and it may be that this level 
of detail is more appropriate at the local plan level than in a strategic level plan.   

8.2.8 Within brownfield land, while some notional supply was identified as coming from existing employment 
land, the implications of this will need to be carefully considered.  The approach we took was to assume 
that 10% of employment land could be released for mixed use redevelopment and intensification.  Based 
on our experience with schemes elsewhere it is considered that this source would yield some 
development opportunities without compromising the economic growth. However, the impact of such 
release could have unintended consequences if residential uses are not compatible with the nature of the 
employment uses (bad neighbours) and if not properly controlled could lead to much larger scale change.  
This will need to be reviewed through the Employment Land Availability Assessment which will need to not 
only consider current requirements but also how the portfolio of sites might need to be bolstered to meet 
future requirements for employment land.  In effect, this could mean that rather than allowing a net release 
of employment land, in fact more land needs to be allocated for employment uses and that this land could 
reduce the theoretical capacity for housing land that has been identified in this study.  The two points are 
closely related though: a component of population growth which the housing needs is looking to meet will 
be needed to fill jobs growth in South Essex so balancing the growth of both future homes and jobs will be 
a key point for the JSP to consider. 
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8.2.9 While the focus of the study is on strategic growth, it will be important that any releases (and allocations) 
within the JSP or Local Plans of locally significant sites are considered carefully.  The challenges faced in 
London to provide the necessary quantum of affordable and suitably-located replacement space as a 
consequence of large-scale release of local industrial sites to accommodate residential growth are well-
documented and are currently being played out in the examination of the draft London Plan which includes 
a policy approach of no net loss of employment floorspace on protected sites.  It is possible that this could 
become an issue in South Essex and will be something that needs to be factored into any policy decisions 
to release land.   

8.2.10 In relation to greenfield land, we have identified areas of search for both new settlements and expansions 
to existing settlements following an objective method which assessed constraints and identified the most 
accessible transport corridors.  The scale of this potential growth is significant; however, further work will 
be needed to refine this capacity, not least because, as this study is the first green belt-blind work that has 
been undertaken across South Essex, the site-specific deliverability of some locations is not clear.  The 
JSP’s call for sites will be an important mechanism for the South Essex authorities to understand more 
detail which strategic growth locations could be prioritised in the JSP.   

8.2.11 To inform the next stage of the JSP, a more detailed assessment of these areas of search is required.  
This will need to consider all forms of development including employment uses.  Options will need to be 
considered in the context of their contribution to the green belt purposes, their sustainability credentials 
and opportunities for increased accessibility, relationships with neighbouring settlements, land uses and 
services, infrastructure opportunities and the social and economic implications of growth in these 
locations. To inform this process, more work is required to understand, among other things, the transport 
strategies that are required to support their development, the role and economic needs and ambitions of 
the places and how growth can support these, their place in the landscape and ability to accommodate 
well designed, high quality growth supported by a green and blue infrastructure network, how they will be 
successfully delivered and create a market which provides a step change in delivery.     

8.2.12 In relation to urban extensions, the scale of potential growth around each settlement has not been 
checked, partly because it will be through the call for sites process that will start to inform this checking 
process, along with the green belt review and then also the more local factors such as accessibility, 
sustainability and the less measurable but very important character and function of the existing urban 
area.  This study has not carried out the place-based audit that would form part of any concept 
masterplanning for large-scale urban extensions; in some cases, where we have identified places as 
having high potential for significant urban expansion, this process may have to constrain the scale of 
growth because of landscape, placemaking or infrastructure issues.  For example, this could include the 
localised impact on the transport network, or the fact that an existing town centre could not be expanded 
sufficiently to meet enhanced local needs but that the provision of a new local centre within the extension 
might prejudice the function of that existing centre.  The JSP, as well as local plans, will play an important 
role in setting the parameters growth in order to guard against overexpansion; in advance of local plans 
aligning with the ambitions of the JSP, it may be appropriate to include a policy requirement for applicants 
to specifically address the cumulative infrastructure impacts as part of any submissions.   

8.2.13 We have identified several potential new settlements.  In our view and based on the available information, 
the best scope in the medium term is for new settlements at Southend North East and West Horndon. 
However, both these are likely to require significant infrastructure investment which will need to be 
properly investigated and tested.  This reflects the less constrained nature of these locations relative to 
other areas considered and the great potential for sustainable access even in the short to medium term.  
This issue of sustainable access is critical given the constrained nature of the existing highway network in 
South Essex and the fact that strategic growth must have viable non-car access.  There are however still 
significant challenges in these locations, including the requirement for substantial supporting infrastructure 
and further studies may reveal more challenges to be overcome. Work is already underway at a local level 
to look at the concept planning of some of these locations; this will be important to refine the scale of 
growth that these new settlement locations might be capable of supporting.  The JSP’s call for sites will 
augment this process. 

8.2.14 Lessons can be learnt from other strategic plans, including the West of England and North Essex.  The 
Inspectors in both these cases emphasise the importance of having a clear spatial strategy which directs 

growth and robustly tests alternatives.  Learning from experience, it is essential that the evidence base for 
any new settlements is robust and properly addresses all the issues to ensure it is justified, this is 
particularly important in relation to transport infrastructure, viability, employment provision, delivery 
mechanisms and sustainability appraisal, and as part of all these, the consideration of alternatives.  This 
will particularly important if the preferred strategy involves green belt release and the case will need to be 
clearly made that there are the exceptional circumstances to justify changes to the current boundaries. 

8.2.15 This study is not exhaustive.  Because its remit is intended to inform a strategic planning document, it 
does not cover all the growth that will feature in each South Essex authority’s own local plan that are in 
many cases being developed at the same time as the JSP will be coming forward.  This means that there 
will be locations for growth which will come through Local Plans which do not feature explicitly in this study 
and may not feature in the JSP.  This does not mean that growth in these locations should be resisted, 
more that it will be incumbent on each authority to have a feedback loop with the JSP so that the 
cumulative implications of this non-strategic growth is not missed. 

The existing network of infrastructure is constrained and will require improvement 

8.2.16 We have found that particularly the transport network in South Essex is under strain.  The implications of 
meeting the local housing need in full are a considerable challenge. There are some interventions that are 
planned to alleviate these issues.  Further work is required to identify transport interventions necessary to 
support growth and future proof South Essex and to shift away from individual use of the private car to 
fully integrated transport networks focused upon the efficient movement of people and goods.  Further 
work is required to identify transport interventions necessary to support growth and future-proof South 
Essex and to shift away from individual use of the private care to fully integrate transport networks focused 
upon the efficient movement of people and goods.   

8.2.17 While the South Essex authorities are working together to address transport issues, it forms only part of a 
much wider network.  Constraints outside South Essex such as on the Essex Thameside line at Barking, 
West Ham and Fenchurch Street and Greater Anglia line at Bow Junction have to be acknowledged in 
shaping the immediate growth agenda but in order to unlock these strategic constraints, the South Essex 
authorities will need to work with Network Rail, Transport for London and Transport East to address these 
constraints in a joined up way so that future iterations of the JSP can benefit from these improvements. 

8.2.18 More immediately, while some interventions are planned, it is unclear how significant these will be in 
unlocking growth. This is particularly the case with the LTC which is presented by Highways England as 
an intervention which will resolve pressure on the strategic road network rather than directly play any local 
role, despite its routing through South Essex.  There remains considerable uncertainty around the LTC 
which has yet to go through the formal consent process and we have treated in a neutral manner in this 
report.  In understanding the capacity implications of the LTC, because of the strategic nature of this 
study, it will only be through detailed concept planning of specific growth locations that the true impact of 
the LTC becomes clear.  The October 2018 consultation on the LTC indicated that there was no provision, 
whether explicit or passive, to allow access to new areas of residential or employment growth in South 
Essex.  Plainly maintaining flexibility to allow for future access and minimise impact on potential locations 
for growth will ensure that the greatest benefit is gained from such a large investment.  It will be important 
to work with Highways England to ensure that the growth potential associated with the LTC is maximised 
through the provision of local connectivity to support growth.  

8.2.19 In relation to utilities provision, while clearly this will need to be bolstered to support the scale of growth 
being considered, we have not found any issues which cannot be resolved by timely discussions with 
providers. Technological changes may impact on the demand for utility provision and should be kept under 
review. Utilities providers are obliged to ensure there is enough capacity to support growth; typically, they 
will do this with reference to the development plan.  The JSP will therefore be a very helpful tool to allow 
them to inform their long-term programme of investment in South Essex.   

8.2.20 Regarding social infrastructure, because growth is being considered at such a scale, we have taken the 
approach that this will be provided as part of development.  Often, the biggest constraint on social 
infrastructure is physically finding the space to accommodate the infrastructure, particularly land hungry 
uses like secondary schools; because this study is currently at the highest level, it is not something we can 
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consider as part of this work beyond assuming that contributions will be paid within the viability work and 
discounting the developable area.  However, it will be something that the concept masterplanning for 
strategic growth will need to address. 

8.3 Recommendations 

We have identified areas of search or opportunity for growth which should be 
tested further 

8.3.1 The first stage of consultation on the JSP should be complemented by work to refine what land within 
these areas of search is deliverable within the plan period.  Further testing will include the green belt 
assessment, as well as the integral appraisal process which will inform the way in which places are 
prioritised.  It will be important that the outcomes of this are then viewed in the context of the package of 
infrastructure interventions and their phasing being considered so that places which have the greatest 
scope to benefit from these interventions are viewed together.  This could mean that South Essex’s growth 
is not evenly distributed across the six authorities, some of which are significantly more constrained and 
less viable than others.  Securing this flexibility will be important if South Essex is to make boundary blind 
decisions on where to focus growth and how to invest in infrastructure. 

8.3.2 For new settlements and large urban extensions, it will be particularly important for promoters to 
demonstrate viability and deliverability.  While deliverability has long been a requirement of planning 
policy, this has been enhanced with the introduction of the housing deliver test in the July 2018 version of 
the NPPF.  At present, South Essex fails the delivery test, but it will be incumbent on the JSP to provide 
certainty that this is being addressed going forward, particularly if South Essex is to be tested on a joint 
basis. 

A stepped housing target should be considered 

8.3.3 This study has identified that meeting the Government’s minimum level of housing growth which 
represents a 278% increase in delivery from current levels will be extremely challenging; our current view 
is that it will be difficult even with huge intervention.  We have shown that a substantial increase in delivery 
rates may be theoretical possible with significant transport interventions.  However, this still leaves a gap. 
One way of addressing this will be to use a stepped trajectory. This needs to be clearly linked to the likley 
delivery of sites and the timescales in bringing these forward. Further evidence will be required to justify 
the use of any stepped housing delivery.  Considering this, securing agreement from the Government that 
South Essex does not have to meet their local housing need before the JSP is adopted will be critical to 
ensure that unplanned and unsustainable growth which is not supported by the necessary infrastructure 
does not proliferate.  This would render the JSP obsolete almost before it has been produced and runs 
counter to the Government’s support of joint working arrangements to overcome strategic constraints to 
the long-term delivery of housing.  

8.3.4 Within this overall target, it should also be acknowledged that the progress that has been reached on each 
individual authority’s local plan will have a direct impact on the timing of growth coming forward.  For 
example, Basildon and Brentwood are approaching examination on their local plans so will have a plan in 
place before Thurrock where there is considerable uncertainty posed by the LTC which is likely to slow 
down progress on their plan.  The overall target will therefore need to be boundary blind so that in early 
years, these authorities that are further ahead can be meeting more of South Essex’s needs but in later 
years, the authorities that are currently less advanced will have greater responsibility in meeting needs. 

These infrastructure interventions are not prescriptive; it will be for other pieces 
of evidence base to examine these interventions in further detail 

8.3.5 This study has considered a range of potential interventions and looked at the effect these could have on 
overall delivery.  The list of potential interventions assessed is not exhaustive and further work will be 

 
13 Para. 2.27 https://www.housingessex.org/assets/uploads/2018/06/Addendum_to_the_South_Essex_SHMA_May_17.pdf  

required to identify the full programme of infrastructure necessary to support growth as the Plan is 
developed.  We understand that ASELA has now commissioned separate work on a number of ‘growth 
corridors’ in South Essex and it is recommended that any interventions considered as part of that work are 
coordinated with the JSP and associated workstreams to ensure benefits are maximised.  

8.3.6 We have found that rather than it being one large item of infrastructure investment being needed to unlock 
growth, because of the scale of the area and the expectation that growth will be dispersed across the 
area, the infrastructure interventions are necessarily also dispersed.  They will therefore need to be 
coordinated and phased.  Furthermore, while we have considered three separate scenarios against the 
question of what could be done to secure a step-change on housing delivery, we acknowledge that it may 
be a combination of these scenarios that comes forward.  Because of this, having a strategic transport 
delivery plan will be critical to ensuring that infrastructure improvements are coordinated.  This strategic 
transport plan will need to identify interdependencies between the different interventions and the related 
growth so that when any funding cases are advanced, while they may be done for individual interventions, 
there is a clear strategy and evidence base to show the contribution this makes to securing wider growth. 

8.3.7 At present, the delivery of transport infrastructure falls to several different organisations, three of which 
form part of the client group, together with Highways England, Network Rail and Transport East.  
Relationships and coordination are important.  The development and coordinated delivery of the strategic 
transport plan will require close collaboration between the three local authorities Highways England, 
Network Rail and Transport East.   

Making the case to support growth - South Essex’s wider context 

8.3.8 As identified within the South Essex SHMA13, implicit within the scale of growth that South Essex is 
required to accommodate is significant in-migration from London and linkages with the wider London 
economy.  While this interlinkage may be more prominent when considering issues such as industrial land 
and the role of the wider South East, including South Essex in helping to meet London’s needs, it is still 
very much an issue for housing albeit it is one that is more obscured by the standard method and as part 
of the emerging London Plan, no South East authorities have been asked to help in meeting any of 
London’s unmet housing needs.   

8.3.9 The draft London Plan sets out a commitment to collaborate with the wider South East authorities to 
‘address appropriate regional and sub-regional challenges and opportunities’.  This study has identified 
constraints outside South Essex which if unresolved will prejudice growth coming forward; given that 
growth is in large part driven by the relationship with London, there is a need to work closely with the GLA 
and TfL to ensure that when they are looking at the network in their control, they have full regard to the 
wider implications and are factoring those in.  This could involve looking at progressing joint business 
cases to deliver this strategic investment.  Further discussions will take place with London through the 
Duty to Cooperate, and with other neighbouring authorities, but it is recommended that early and 
continued engagement would be beneficial for both the JSP and any business case development. 

8.3.10 The recently published Government response to the Thames Estuary Growth Commission reaffirms their 
commitment to ‘making significant investment to improve transport links in this part of the country’, with the 
A13, A127 and LTC being specifically identified.  However, it will be for South Essex to make the case to 
ensure that the maximum benefit is secured from this and other future investment.  This is highlighted in 
relation to the LTC as follows:  

 ‘Our focus is on ensuring that these existing multi-billion-pound projects are delivered in the most cost-
effective way for taxpayers, while maximising the wider benefits for passengers and local communities. 
For example, we are working across government to ensure the Lower Thames Crossing is a catalyst for 
further growth, jobs and housing in the area …. We believe that a holistic approach to investment in 
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placemaking (skills, education, housing, environmental improvements, flood risk management and 
community projects) will be the biggest driver for further growth in the Estuary.’14 

8.3.11 The JSP places South Essex in a good position to meet this requirement for a holistic approach to 
investment in placemaking.  Continued engagement with the relevant parts of Government to demonstrate 
this holistic approach will be critical, particularly given the viability and delivery challenges identified which 
means that demonstrating the case of investment will be even more important. 

8.4 Getting to a preferred option 

8.4.1 As part of the suite of evidence base documents that are needed to bring forward the JSP, some are 
already underway including an integrated assessment, economic land availability assessment, 
infrastructure position statement and infrastructure delivery plan.  Other key pieces of evidence will include 
urban capacity studies, green belt review and work on the local industrial strategy, as well as green and 
blue infrastructure work.  While these are not required for an early Issues-stage consultation on the JSP, 
they will need to be in place for the formal Regulation 18 consultation. 

8.4.2 For the reasons we have set out above, understanding the economic needs and strategy for South Essex 
will have a direct impact on the form and scale of growth in the JSP.  It is this piece of work which we think 
is the key next piece of work that needs to be undertaken so that housing pressures can be considered in 
balance with economic growth ambitions. 

8.4.3 Infrastructure work is already underway.  Within this work, it will be the transport strategy that is the key 
element which needs to be taken forward at the same time as the issues and options consultations are 
underway so that the form and scale of growth can be iteratively considered with a clear strategic 
approach to transport provision and a more detailed assessment of specific transport interventions.  As 
part of this transport work, there will be on-going engagement with Network Rail, as well as franchise 
operators, and Highways England.  This will be important so that the necessary support and buy-in to any 
interventions is secured at an early stage, potential third-party funding contributions can be identified, and 
robust business case developed. 

8.4.4 These studies will inform the policy direction for South Essex, including developing a coherent settlement 
hierarchy, both for now and identifying how that hierarchy might change in the future.  At present, the raft 
of local plans means there is no single approach to categorising places; it will be important to develop this 
within the JSP so that the current role of those places is understood and the scope for accommodating 
growth is made clear in terms of whether both regeneration and/or expansion are appropriate strategies 
for those places.  This process will help the South Essex authorities prioritise where and how much growth 
should be allocated to specific places.  While it is unlikely that it will be something that can be set out in 
the issues and options consultation, views should be sought in order to inform the hierarchy. 

8.4.5 We have considered a raft of potential delivery mechanisms to bring forward; however, the exact 
mechanisms used will depend on the spatial options that are pursued through the JSP.  It is however 
important to stress the importance of having a varied supply of sites so that, in line with the Letwin 
Review’s findings on the role of different types of housing and SME housebuilders, the delivery of housing 
is not restricted to only a few parties, particularly if those parties do not include any significant public 
sector land interests which could be used accelerate or unblock delivery.  The approach taken in this study 
to look at both brown and green field land aligns with this recommendation for a diverse supply.  The 
Letwin review shows that a diversity in the typology of housing (in terms of its target market etc.) is critical 
to uplifting development trajectories; therefore, aligned with this concern over the quantum of units 
delivered is the need to diversify the typologies of housing (including affordable housing).  

8.4.6 Finally, while there are viability challenges in delivering housing growth at the scale required, this should 
not be treated as precluding quality.  Indeed, investment in quality will support higher values and therefore 
scheme viability.  This strategic focus of this document means that we have not looked in detail at 

 
14 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/789048/Thames_Estuary_Commission_Res
ponse.pdf paras 39-40 

mechanisms to ensure that development delivered is of the required quality.  While there is some link 
between build cost and quality of materials, the implications of higher design quality are hard to quantify 
and much depends on site-specific details which are beyond the remit of this study.   
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Appendix A  Housing land supply assessment 
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Appendix B  Spatial options: sources, methods and definitions

B.1 Data sources 

The following strategic constraints sourced from data.gov.uk: 

 Flood zone 3 

 Local nature reserves 

 Marine conservation zones 

 National nature reserves 

 Ramsar 

 SSSI15  

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of Conservation 

 Ancient woodland 

 Scheduled Ancient Monuments 

 Registered parks and gardens 

 Historic landfill 

 Lower Thames Crossing16 

 Saltmarsh extents 

Other data sources used were:  

 ONS built-up areas (December 2011)17.  The table below sets out the urban area extents by each of 
the client authority in South Essex. 

 Town centre boundaries as defined in the relevant development plans provided by each of the client 
planning authorities 

 Allocated employment sites as defined in the relevant development plans provided by each of the 
client planning authorities 

 SHLAA sites boundaries, and their status (developable and deliverable, developable but not 
deliverable and not fully assessed), were provided by each of the client planning authorities.  Further 
details of the SHLAA sites is provided in Appendix A.   

 
15 Including newly-established SSSI at Langdon Ridge in Basildon 
16 As set out in the Lower Thames Crossing Statutory Consultation (October-December 2018) 

Table B.1 ONS urban area extents 

ONS urban area extents name Authority 

Aveley Thurrock 

Basildon Basildon 

Battlesbridge Rochford 

Billericay Basildon 

Blackmore Brentwood 

Bowers Gifford Basildon 

Brentwood Brentwood 

Bulpham Thurrock 

Canewdon Rochford 

Canvey Island Castle Point 

Chafford Hundred Thurrock 

Corringham Thurrock 

Coryton (former oil refinery) Thurrock 

Crays Hill Basildon 

Doddinghurst Brentwood 

Grays Thurrock 

Great Wakering Rochford 

Hadleigh Castle Point 

Herongate Brentwood 

Hockley Rochford 

Hook End Brentwood 

Horndon-on-the-Hill Thurrock 

Hullbridge Rochford 

Ingatestone Brentwood 

Ingrave Brentwood 

Kelvedon Hatch Brentwood 

Mountnessing Brentwood 

Orsett Thurrock 

Ramsden Bellhouse Basildon 

Rayleigh Rochford 

17 Together with amendment to Stambridge, Rochford, as this is not included in the ONS data 
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ONS urban area extents name Authority 

Rochford Rochford 

Shenfield Brentwood 

South Benfleet Castle Point 

South Ockendon Thurrock 

Southend-on-Sea Southend 

Stanford-le-Hope Thurrock 

Thundersley Castle Point 

Tilbury Thurrock 

West Horndon Brentwood 

Wickford Basildon 

 

B2. Method 

Town centres 

Identifying unconstrained SHLAA (deliverable, developable and not currently developable) sites within the 
boundaries of town centres.  These town centre boundaries were provided by the local authorities and we 
understand were identified from the existing development designations.   

It is recognised that they may therefore be rather constrained and not accurately reflect the up-to-date and 
on-the-ground reality.  In taking this work further it will be necessary to consider the extent of the town 
centre and its edges and the potential for sites in and around it for regeneration, redevelopment and 
increased densities.  Within these areas any designated employment sites were excluded.   

100% developable area of the identified parcels used. Apply density assumptions to identified parcels as 
set out in Appendix C  

Areas identified within this category can be seen on Figure B.1. They are merged into whole areas by 
Town Centre area and then split into Developable and Not Currently Developable SHLAA area. They are 
further split into whether they are within the proposed LTC area.  

Urban intensification 

Identifying unconstrained SHLAA (deliverable, developable and not currently developable) sites, including 
vacant-derelict land/car parks opportunities within the ONS built up areas (excluding designated 
employment sites and town centres). 100% developable area of the identified parcels used. Apply density 
assumptions to identified parcels as set out in Appendix C  

Areas identified within this category can be seen on Figure B.1. They are merged into whole areas by 
Urban area and then split into Developable and Not Currently Developable SHLAA area. They are further 
split into whether they are within the proposed LTC area. 

Employment intensification 

The boundaries of employment sites provided by the client group.  An initial approach was to try to 
distinguish between strategic and non-strategic sites with reference to available evidence base 
documents; however, discussions with the client group indicated that the untested nature of much of this 
evidence, differences across the available evidence by authority and the different stages of emerging 
development plans meant that developing a credible distinction was not possible. As an alternative 

approach for understanding capacity, it was assumed that only 10% of the potential employment area 
might come forward for residential development.  This could take the form of mixed-use intensification or 
modest releases.  Such development would have to be considered on a site-by-site basis in future 
evidence base documents, potentially at the local planning level. 

On this 10%, a 60% developable area is used.  Apply density assumptions as set out in Appendix C  

Areas identified within this category can be seen on Figure B.1.  

Public transport corridors 

Identifying the corridors according to the railway lines and applying 400m buffer zones along these routes.  
Identifying unconstrained SHLAA ((deliverable, developable and not currently developable) sites, including 
undeveloped vacant-derelict land and brownfield opportunities.  

60% developable areas used.  Apply density assumptions to identified parcels as set out in Appendix C  

Rail stations 

Identifying unconstrained and undeveloped land (not previously included in the SHLAA, or the above 
options) within 1.2 km isochrone of a railway station, including undeveloped land and brownfield 
opportunities.  

60% developable areas used.  Apply density assumptions to identified parcels as set out in Appendix C  

Urban extensions and new settlements 

Urban extensions are split into two stages of work. The first stage was identifying all unconstrained and 
undeveloped land. Then in the second stage the areas were refined to address issues such as 
coalescence. 

Urban extensions work also formed the data for ‘new settlements’. Broad new settlement areas were 
provided by the client group and where an urban extension area intersected one of these broad areas the 
data was split, and these areas formed a new settlement instead of an urban extension to avoid double 
counting of area. This section covers how overall and refined areas were generated for both urban 
extensions and new settlements.  

Land was identified in two ways. Firstly, unconstrained and undeveloped land was identified by applying 
400m buffers around smaller urban areas and 800m buffers around larger urban areas. Land was then 
removed where it had a clear existing use. It was then broken up into parcels using features such as 
roads, rail lines and field boundaries. Secondly SHLAA areas were identified which were within these 
buffers but not spatially covered in the first step. This gave a total area available for an urban extension. If 
SHLAA data existed where the undeveloped land was identified, then the SHLAA area was removed to 
avoid double counting. However, knowledge of this SHLAA was kept by assigning how much developable 
and non-developable SHLAA area there was within the undeveloped land. Areas identified within this 
category can be seen on Figure B.2. They are merged into whole areas by Urban area and then split into 
whether they are within the proposed LTC area. 

New settlements were identified by using the areas identified in the urban extensions task. If they were 
within the broad new settlement areas provided by the client group they were assigned to a new 
settlement, not an urban extension. The same method was used except for one difference. All SHLAA 
data within the broad new settlement areas was kept in the figures, not just the SHLAA areas within 400m 
and 800m of a small and large urban area respectively. Areas identified within this category can be seen 
on Figure B.2. They are merged into whole areas by new settlement and then split into whether they are 
within the proposed LTC area. 
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Both urban extensions and new settlements then went through a stage of refinement to reduce issues 
such as coalescence between urban areas. For urban extensions this was achieved by removing areas 
from the identified undeveloped land and SHLAA data which was located around smaller urban areas and 
land which then allowed a clear and obvious gap between settlements. This can be seen particularly on 
the Figures B.2 and B.3 in the areas between Brentwood, Billericay and Basildon. Areas identified within 
this refined category can be seen on Figure B.3. They are merged into whole areas by Urban area and 
then split into whether they are within the proposed LTC area. 

When creating the refined new settlement areas, no undeveloped land was removed; however, all SHLAA 
areas which were not within the original 400m and 800m buffers were removed to address coalescence. 
Areas identified within this refined category can be seen on Figure B.3. They are merged into whole areas 
by new settlement and then split into whether they are within the proposed LTC area. 

60% developable areas used.  Apply density assumptions as set out in Appendix C  
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Figure B.1 Employment, town centre and urban intensification 
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Figure B.2 Overall development potential – urban extensions and new settlements  
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Figure B.3 Refined development potential – urban extensions and new settlements 
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Appendix C  Density analysis and assumptions

C.1 Introduction 

This appendix considers the potential density levels for town centres/ urban intensification (and railway 
station sites) and former employment sites.  The density assumptions for urban extensions/new 
settlements is a standard 40 dph.  

As an overarching note, density assumptions are consistent between the ‘with Lower Thames Crossing’ 
and ‘without Lower Thames Crossing’ variants. 

C.2 Case studies 

This report takes information on the densities of a number of recent predominantly residential 
developments within South Essex – organised by local authority – to determine an appropriate/expected 
level of density for any new developments taking place in each local authority in South Essex. The table 
below provides a summary of these findings, which are explored in more detail below. 

Density per hectare for sample schemes 

Local authority Planning policy density (dph) Recent schemes density (dph) 

Basildon  Site dependent 30 – 35dph 
(emerging Local Plan) 

14 – 26 dph 

Brentwood  Minimum of 30dph 27 – 83 dph 

Castle Point  No min / max specified 28 – 82 dph 

Rochford  Minimum of 30dph.  60 – 83 dph 

Southend-on-Sea  No min / max specified 32 – 183 dph 

Thurrock  Town Centres / Regenerations 
Areas / key flagship schemes / 

other areas with high public 
transport accessibility - minimum 
density of at least 60dph. Outside 
of these areas, a density range of 

between 30 and 70dph  

23 – 38 dph 

 

C.3 Basildon 

Central Basildon is one of the more densely populated locations within the Study Area, with some 
significant modern apartment developments to the south of the station, for example. The wider fabric of 
the town is more varied, with densities dropping quickly moving away from the station in all directions 
towards terraced and semidetached houses. The example developments above are closer to the outskirts 
of the town and consequently reflect the lower density present away from the station area. 

 Land at Nethermayne Kingswood, Basildon, SS16 5NL: ‘outline planning application for demolition of 
existing College Buildings (D1), including sports hall (D2), riding school and stable facilities (D1, D2) 
and development of 725 homes (C3); a primary school (D1); local retail (A1, A2, A3, A4 & A5); land 
set aside for future Hospice expansion (C2); open space; highway and access improvements to 
Nethermayne roundabout, A176 and Dry Street; and internal spine road and bus loop at land at 
Nethermayne’. Application ref 12/01080/OUT. Approved 13 December 2013. Site area = 41.1 ha / 
725 residential dwellings = 18dph. 

 Land at Craylands Estates and Former Fryerns School Site, Craylands, Basildon: ‘re-development to 
provide up to 587 dwellings and 5,424 sqm of commercial floorspace with associated means of 
access, car parking, landscaping and other associated works and improvements Full planning 
permission sought for 8.64ha comprising the north phase for up to 96 residential dwellings (use Class 
C3), associated means of access, car parking, landscaping, service infrastructure and other 
associated works and improvements; and the central phase for a landscaped community hub area. 
Outline planning permission sought on 21.4ha comprising the south phase (13.9ha) for up to 205 
residential dwellings (use Class C3) and associated access, landscaping, car parking and 
infrastructure works; central west phase (0.39ha) for up to 5,424 sqm of flexible floorspace (Use 
Classes A1-A5, B1, C3, D1, D2) with associated means of access, open space / landscaping, car 
parking and infrastructure works (all matters reserved); and the west phase for up to 251 residential 
dwellings (use Class C3), and associated access, landscaping, car parking and infrastructure works 
with all matters reserved with exception to appearance’. Application ref 16/00898/OUT. Approved 
22nd March 2017. Site area = 44.33 ha / 1,139 residential dwellings = 26dph 

C.4 Brentwood 

Brentwood Borough comprises Brentwood, which is a suburban town, associated suburbs to Brentwood 
such as Shenfield, and then small villages in the remainder of the borough. Both the above development 
examples are within Brentwood town proper, with the former likely having a higher dph than the latter due 
to its more central location, and position on a small infill site. 

 Land at Land Eastfield Road, Brentwood: ‘demolition of two existing 2-storey buildings and 
redevelopment of the site with a 4-storey building comprising 15 No. residential units with associated 
undercroft parking, refuse and cycle parking’. Application ref. 18/00542/FUL. Approved 6th July 2018. 
Site area = 0.18 ha / 15 residential dwellings = 83dph 

 Land at Highwood and Little Highwood Hospital Geary Drive, Brentwood: ‘alteration, conversion and 
redevelopment to provide 203 class c3 residential dwellings with associated car parking, landscaping 
and access’. Approved 10 December 2010. Site area = 7.6 ha / 203 residential dwellings = 27dph. 

C.5 Castle Point 

Castle Point has few urban schemes due to its lack of any truly built up urban areas. It predominantly 
comprises low density detached and semi-detached housing spreading between several settlements such 
as Hadleigh and South Benfleet, or semi-rural land towards the outskirts of these conurbations. This lack 
of density within the local authority has been continued with new build developments in recent years, as 
highlighted in the table below. 

 Land off Kiln Road, Thundersley, SS7 1SJ: ‘150 Dwellings, New Access and Associated Open 
Space’. Approved 8 January 2013. Application by David Wilson Homes. Site area = 5.4 ha / 150 
residential dwellings = 28dph 

 Land at 125-127 High Street, Canvey Island, SS8 7RF: ‘erection of part two/part three storey building 
containing 14no. 2 bed flats with associated parking’. Approved on appeal 7 March 2014. Application 
ref CPT/490/13/FUL. Appeal ref APP/M1520/A/14/2216180. Site area = 0.17ha / 14 residential 
dwellings = 82dph 
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Gross dwelling density in Castle Point 

 % New Homes delivered based on density (dph) 

Year < 30 30 – 50 > 50 

2012/13 22 6 72 

2013/14 54 24 22 

2014/15 48 16 36 

2015/16 52 30 18 

2016/17 65 8 27 

Source: Castle Point AMR 2017 

C.6 Rochford 

Rochford has very limited urban schemes due to the nature of the location, which is semi-rural. The above 
developments are an expectation and do not represent significant urban intensification within Rochford. 
Most applications within Rochford relate to small site / rear extensions to existing residential dwellings. 
There will be limited opportunity for urban intensification in Rochford. Figure 1 provides an indication that 
the average dph across the borough varies from 20 – 39 dph. 

 Land at 74 - 78 West Street, Rochford, SS4 1BE: ‘construct part two storey and part three storey 
building to provide shop to ground floor with 6 no. two bedroomed flats above with revised access 
and parking to front and parking at rear’. Application ref 08/00894/FUL. Approved 27 March 2009. 
Site area = 0.1 ha / 6 residential dwellings = 60dph 

 Land at 523 Ashingdon Road, Ashingdon, SS4 3HE: ‘demolish existing bungalow and construct two-
storey building to provide 2 no. two bedroomed flats and 2 no. one bedroomed flats with garages and 
parking’. Application ref 16/00700/OUT. Approved 13 October 2016. Site area = 0.048 ha / 4 
residential dwellings = 83 dph. 

Rochford district average gross density of hectare random samples by ward 

 

Housing density in Rochford 2015-16 

 Dwellings (gross) completed at this density 

Density Number Percentage 

Less than 30 dwellings per hectare 16 32% 

Between 30 and 50 dwellings per hectare 34 68% 

Above 50 dwellings per hectare 0 0% 

Source: Rochford AMR 2016 

C.7 Southend on Sea 

Southend has a wide variety of densities within the urban boundary as can be seen by the following 
examples. There are a number of apartment developments which have been approved or are currently 
subject to planning applications with higher densities. 

 Land at former college building, Carnarvon Road, Southend-On-Sea: ‘demolish existing College 
building, Phase 1: Erect four storey block of 56 flats fronting Carnarvon Road, layout 56 car parking 
spaces together with associated amenity space landscaping and bin stores; Phase 2: Erect 4 and 5 
storey blocks of 102 flats on the southern section of the site, layout 102 car parking spaces and 
raised courtyard garden, bin stores and landscaping’.  Application ref 15/00803/BC4M. Approved 30 
September 2015. Site area = 00.86 ha / 158 dwellings = 183dph 

 Land at Prittlebrook Industrial Estate Priory Crescent, Southend: ‘hybrid application to erect mixed 
use development comprising 231 residential dwellings (Class C3) extending to 2-3 storey's and 
including affordable housing with access off Thornford Gardens, 2 storey 3942m2 hospice facility 
(Class C2) with access off Priory Crescent, together with associated highways works, open space, 
hard and soft landscaping, car parking, associated infrastructure (Full Application) and approximately 
5,600m2 of commercial floorspace (Class B1a) with access off Priory Crescent’. Application ref 
14/00943/FULM. Approved 31 March 2015. Site area = 7.29ha / 231 residential dwellings = 32dph. 

Gross dwelling density in Castle Point 

 % New Homes delivered based on density (dph) 

Year < 30 30 – 50 > 50 

2012/13 46 14 40 

2013/14 15 27 58 

2014/15 8 0 92 

2015/16 0 0 100 

2016/17 11 8 81 

Source: Southend AMR 2017 

C.8 Thurrock 

In 2016/17 there were 576 dwellings built on sites of 10 dwellings or more. The range of density of these is 
shown below: 
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Thurrock dwelling density 

Density < 30 30 – 70 > 70 

2016/7 18 (3.1%) 534 (92.7%) 24 (4.2%) 

Source: Thurrock AMR 2017 

C.9 Summary of findings and implications for the study 

Urban intensification densities 

We consider that in urban areas (i.e. outside town centres but within the urban boundary) there is scope to 
increase the density per hectare of developments by 5 – 10 dph in the urban authorities. However, in the 
‘rural authorities’ there is less scope to increase the density due to the character of areas and more rural 
nature of the urban form. This is summarised in the table below. 

Density aspirations for urban intensification sites 

Local authority Adopted policy density (dph)   Recommended 
minimum density (dph) 

Density 
applied18 (dph) 

Urban authorities  

Basildon  Site dependent 30 – 35dph 
(emerging Local Plan) 

35 - 40 40 

Brentwood  Minimum of 30dph 35 - 40 40 

Southend-on-Sea  No min / max specified 40 - 45 45 

Thurrock  Urban areas a density range of 
between 30 and 70dph  

Minimum 35 – 85 50 

Rural authorities  

Castle Point  No min / max specified 33 33 

Rochford  Minimum of 30dph.  33 33 

 

There are towns within the various authorities where a differentiated density level has been applied: 

 For sites within the Southend Built Up Area (BUA) but within Rochford district, the Southend density 
has been applied (45 dph). 

 Grays, South Ockendon and Stanford-le-Hope have a 10% uplift from the standard density for 
Thurrock as they are larger settlements for the borough – 55 dph. 

Town centre and railway station densities 

The table below sets out the same for town centre density aspirations adopted in calculating theoretical 
capacity. 

 

 
18 Exceptions noted at paragraph 0 

Density aspirations for town centre sites 

Local authority Exemplar density Recommended minimum density  

Urban authorities 

Basildon  14 – 26 dph 100  

Brentwood  27 – 83 dph 100 

Southend-on-Sea  32 – 183 dph 100 

Thurrock  23 – 38 dph 100 

Rural authorities 

Castle Point  28 – 82 dph 55 - 65 (60 utilised) 

Rochford  60 – 83 dph 55 - 65 (60 utilised) 

 

Within town centres, there is a much greater scope to increase densities across all authorities. We 
recommend that in the urban authorities the minimum density should be at least 100 dph (4 - 5 storeys) 
The urban authorities should be aspiring to comparative schemes of outer London boroughs.  

However, densities will not be achievable on all sites within town centres and higher densities will be 
dependent on a few factors such as surrounding urban form, transport infrastructure etc. 

The 100 dph figure has also been used for all railway station developments. 

Employment sites densities 

While outside South Essex, the approach emerging in London in relation to the intensification of 
employment land has relevance.  The new draft London Plan proposes to substantially scale back the 
release of industrial land. However, it opens new opportunities and ways of approaching industrial 
development. For example, Policy E7 allows housing development on Strategic Industrial Land (SIL) and 
Locally Significant Industrial Sites (LSISs) providing various conditions are met (including no net loss of 
industrial floorspace and 50% affordable housing which is likely to impact viability). Although located 
outside of the jurisdiction of the London Plan, it is useful to understand the drivers behind the move to 
allow co-location of these uses within London.  

In 2017, the GLA published the London Industrial Land Demand paper, which looked at the driving factors 
for industrial intensification, stating that with growing pressures on industrial land and shortage of housing, 
more needed to be done to consider how industrial areas could be used more intensively and be 
integrated with/in residential areas.  

The study found that assuming adequate consideration is given to servicing requirements, industrial 
spaces could be near residential. For example: 

Colocation examples in employment areas 

Scheme Description Density 

Northside Studios, Andrews Road, London 
(2005) 

This scheme accommodates five double storey 
B1 units totalling 800 sqm, with on street lay-by 
access and a tight rear vehicular access. There 

129 
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Scheme Description Density 

 

are 10 residential units above which are set 
back from the road, minimising visual impact of 
the activities associated with the B1 units, 
creating a generous terrace. The B1 units are 
adequate for many businesses but limited for 
noisy/noxious businesses 

Kensington & Chelsea Depot, London (1980) 

 

This scheme built in the 1980’s comprises a 
Council Depot with housing above. A podium 
structure accommodates the vehicle depot at 
street level, whilst supporting affordable 
housing above. 

The housing is set back on terraces to reduce 
the impact of the industrial use on the 
residential element. 

The façade is blank at street level, obscuring 
the deport from view. However, the design of 
this works well in the Georgian street scape of 
the area. 

 

Albert Wharf, London (Planning, 2016) 

 

This scheme combines housing over a wharf. 
The construction of a concrete podium over 
Albert Wharf will facilitate 237 residential 
dwellings. Parking and services are used to 
form an acoustic buffer, protecting the 
residential units from excessive noise. 

163 

Travis Perkins, St Pancras Way, London 
(2014) 

 

Built in 2014, this scheme incorporates student 
housing above a builders’ merchants. 

A concrete podium covers the builders yard 
supporting the 6-10 storey student building and 
providing a terrace but providing space for 
articulated lorry deliveries below. 

1,19819 

Waste and Recycling Centre (WRC), 
Islington, London (2006) 

Housing has been built adjacent to the WRC 
with the housing orientated towards the street. 

 

 
19 On a rooms per hectare basis as this development solely comprises student accommodation 

Scheme Description Density 

 

Residential units do not overlook the WRC, 
instead the rear façade of the residential is a 
blank wall. Residential and industrial access is 
separate, and the WRC is designed as a 
closed box to provide sound and vibration 
insulation, dust and odour control. Recycling 
activities were limited to day time only. 

BDM Kesslers, Royal Albert Basin, London 
(approved, 2016 

 

The original warehouse was built in 2006, 
however planning was granted in 2016 for 
residential development along the blank 
façade. Access for residential and industrial will 
be separate and the existing warehouse design 
already provides shielding from the noise of the 
yard, allowing residential to be built right up to 
the warehouse 

94 

Nestle factory, Hayes, London (approved, 
2017) 

 

In 2017 SEGRO secured planning for a 
redevelopment of the Nestle factory to provide 
1,386 residential units (40% affordable) plus 
gym and community space alongside four 
industrial units totalling 22,663 sqm targeting 
Ocado, Bosch and Rolls Royce. Commercial 
traffic will remain separate to residential 
access. 

114 

West Thamesmead Gateway  

 

Housing Association Peabody joined up with 
Berkeley Homes to build 1500 homes next to 
Belmarsh Prison on vacant industrial land 
within Royal Greenwich Housing Zone. The 
application includes a range of buildings, with 
residential apartments up to 22 storeys (35% 
affordable) plus 215,000sqft of industrial 
space. 

218 

 

To calculate potential capacity, it is assumed that 10% of the total industrial area in South Essex could 
come forward for mixed-use development (including housing) with a 60% net developable area and a 
density of 60 dph. This assumed potential capacity appears ‘reasonable’ for the majority of South Essex 
(say 500 units each) but because of the proportion of industrial land located in Thurrock, it would be a 
transformational number requiring significant public-sector intervention etc. 
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Appendix D  Transport infrastructure review 
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Appendix E  Potential transport improvements by area of search 

Add pdf 
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Appendix F  Utilities infrastructure review

F.1 Introduction 

The objective is to understand the utility infrastructure requirements to support and shape the growth 
aspirations outlined within the SGLS.  We engaged with providers in summer/autumn 2018 in order to 
understand whether, at a strategic level, there were any constraints on growth that would need to be 
factored into recommendations on the phasing and distribution of development across the JSP plan period 
and beyond to 2050 (in line with the South Essex 2050 vision).   

Anticipated utility loadings were not provided for the development and therefore the incumbent utility 
providers were requested to undertake an assessment on the likely load requirements based on an 
emerging growth trajectory for 2016 to 2038, while consideration was also given to the longer-term needs 
for 2038 to 2050. To test utilities constraints, we assumed that housing growth in South Essex would come 
forward in line with the requirements of the Government’s standard method.   

F.2 Electricity – UK Power Solutions (UKPS) 

UKPN provided the following information on potential supply requirements and infrastructure 
reinforcement required to accommodate the SGLS. This response has been based on the limited 
information available and without a formal application for a feasibility study being submitted. 

Potential 132kV infrastructure reinforcement  

UKPN has advised that the existing 132/33kV capacities up to Super Grid levels in the study areas are 
already heavily committed through existing battery storage systems, generation and demand. UKPN 
foresee potential infrastructure reinforcement at the areas below. 

 Tilbury Exit Point to establish 132kV GIS, which Benefits Basildon and Castlepoint. £20-£25 million. 

 Interconnect Tilbury to Rayleigh at 132kV, which Benefits Castlepoint. £15-£20 million 

 Warley Exit Point to increase SGT capacity, which Benefits Brentford and Thurrock. £20 million 

 Rayleigh – Southend, establish new 132kV circuits and interconnection at 33kV, which benefits 
Rochford and Southend. £10-£25 million 

Potential grid substation reinforcement 

UKPN have undertaken an initial review of the information provided and identified primary substation 
requirements to support the growth aspirations outlined within the SGLS. 

Some of the following may be classified as generic demand growth and not subject to apportionment and 
therefore may be funded via UKPN regulatory allowances, another element may be funded through 
allowance, but may be apportioned if attributed to the SGLS. 

Primary level reinforcement 

Borough/district 
No of new 
homes 

Estimated 
demand (MVA) 

No of primary 
substations 

Cost 
allowance 
(£M) 

Basildon 38,000 95 3-4 25-30 

Brentford 15,000 37 1-2 12-16 

Borough/district 
No of new 
homes 

Estimated 
demand (MVA) 

No of primary 
substations 

Cost 
allowance 
(£M) 

Castle Point 11,000 27 1-2 12-16 

Rochford 12,000 30 1-2 12-16 

Southend 37,000 92 3-4 25-30 

Thurrock 39,000 97 3-4 25-30 

Distribution substation requirements @ 1 per 500 new homes. 30-40 

 

UKPS were also asked to consider the potential growth in percentage of electric vehicle charging (EVC) 
points over the time period, as well as renewable energy requirements and assessing the impact of 
anticipated changes to the Government’s ‘Clean Growth Strategy’. 

UKPN were unable to provide any specific comments at this time, and it is recommended that further 
engagement is undertaken with UKPN as the JSP emerges to discuss the details above and how to 
further develop the utility strategy. 

F.3 Gas – Cadent Gas 

Due to the long-term nature of the study, Cadent were unable to provide any meaningful information 
regarding current available capacity within the network, as this would be out of date by the time any 
development details were finalised. 

However, Cadent could advise that over the long-term plan of the proposed developments, there should 
be no critical barriers to delivery that could not be managed through timely engagement as the JSP is 
progressed. However, the cumulative effect of multiple large loads may well overload the upstream 
systems and these reinforcements could cause delays in ‘gas on dates’. 

It is envisaged any reinforcement projects identified will be delivered in a timely manner, subject to specific 
engineering difficulties. 

In respect to funding sources, if a new connection to the network triggers a requirement for reinforcement, 
an economic test will be carried out by Cadent to calculate the financial contribution to be paid by the 
customer. 

F.4 Potable water – Essex & Suffolk Water (ESW): 

Essex & Suffolk Water (ESW) provide potable water to South Essex. 

ESW confirmed that they plan 25 years ahead to ensure they have enough water resources available to 
maintain their Levels of Service to meet the forecast demand for water over that period.  

They completed a consultation on their 25-year Water Resource Management Plan to cover the period 
2020 to 2045 and have forecast the supply demand balance through to 2060. 

ESW confirmed that following a significant investment in the expansion of Abberton reservoir, the Essex 
water resource zone (WRZ) has enough water capacity to meet the forecast demand until at least 2060.  
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As such ESW has advised that no major infrastructure should be required to meet the increase in housing 
numbers within the Essex WRZ during the SGLS period. 

Although the potential level of development tested within the SGLS can be accommodated, ESW advised 
that depending on the size and location of individual developments, some minor infrastructure 
enhancements prior to development may be required. 
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Appendix G  Trajectory and market interventions assumptions

G.1 Introduction 

This appendix summarises, by development typology, the assumptions that have been applied to inform 
the delivery trajectories set out in Section 5.  As a strategic study it does not use the local evidence base 
documents that have been prepared by the authorities, rather it takes a different approach which enables 
a consistent comparison across the whole study area.  These assumptions and conclusions should be 
read in conjunction with more detailed information available for the different areas.    

G.2 Trajectories assumptions 

Town centres 

This typology is likely to include some relatively complex sites and schemes with specific challenges and 
opportunities. At this level of analysis, our assumption is that schemes will typically be of a minimum scale 
in order to enable it to have some ability to be a ‘price maker’, instigate change and create the requisite 
demand in non-established areas. Our working assumption is of schemes of circa 150 units. A finer grain 
analysis would need to take account of whether there are a number of schemes in the same area which 
cannibalise sales rates etc. Railway stations sites have had the same assumption applied. 

We anticipate that town centre schemes will be limited in the initial 5-year period due to the time required 
for land assembly, appropriate planning policies being in place, planning applications and improved 
transport links. Over the trajectory period there will be a limited number of schemes to come forward due 
to the limited amount of land in town centres. The town centre schemes in the three locations with a 
significant scale of units (Basildon, Southend and Thurrock) have been phased based on: 

 A five-year period of no delivery. 

 Initial delivery of a standard scheme in 2024. 

 The delivery of subsequent schemes in an increasing pace up to 2050 with the size of schemes 
doubling (reflecting multiple schemes) from 2035. 

 A special assumption for Southend to reflect the ‘outsize’ Better Queensway development; phasing of 
the 872 units from 2023-2034. The size and number of ‘standard schemes’ has been amended to 
partly reflect this. 

Some town centre schemes will be reliant on other schemes / interventions coming forward first. An 
example of this is the East Square scheme in Basildon which would lead to public realm and linkages 
improvements and the Better Queensway development in Southend. For some Local Authority areas - 
even with relatively high delivery rates – the total number of proposed units will not be achieved in the plan 
period for this typology.  

Urban densification 

Trajectory based on the historical precedent set by the AMR trajectories but at a higher density (say an 
uplift of 1/6 to reflect a potential increase in densities from 30 to 35 dph). South Essex urban areas will be 
an attractive proposition to cater for the London overspill and families looking to relocate from London. 
Taking the historical build out rates, we have then varied this based on their characteristics (urban or rural) 
to densities which reflect at least a 20% uplift on typical existing developments up to 45 dph for Southend-
on-Sea and 50 dph for Thurrock. The rural authorities have seen densities increased to 33 dph. These 
densities are assumed to increase over time with an increase of 5% (rural authorities) or 7% (urban 
authorities) every 5 years as higher densities have the potential to become more acceptable due to 

minimum densities/ increased in local and national policy as well as demand for housing increasing on a 
limited land supply. 

Employment sites 

The delivery of employment sites will require a step change in values and developer appetite in many 
locations as well as innovative solutions to mixing uses. There is limited information available on the sites.  

Employment sites may not come forward and will be impacted by a number of factors including land 
contamination, relocation of existing uses, appropriateness of the existing uses with the proposed uses, 
significant mitigation required around noise, pollution and lighting etc. Furthermore, there is a general 
policy resistance to loss of employment / industrial sites due to the proliferation through permitted 
development rights, albeit, we understand there to be some acceptance that there may be oversupply in 
the eastern sections of the study area. 

Thurrock has a significant amount of employment land compared to the other authorities and it is difficult 
to envisage of any scenario where all the potential land for residential development is brought forward. 

As a working assumption, we have assumed the following – highly ambitious and dependent on market 
interventions – delivery rates: 

 No development on these sites until 2025 

 Initial delivery of schemes of 100 units delivered at an increasing pace (every 2-3 years). 

 2x 100-unit schemes within Thurrock in this period, with increases in 2035 (3x100 unit schemes) and 
2045 (4x100 unit schemes).   

Public transport corridors 

Transport corridors offer limited contribution to potential units due to the significant interventions (and 
timeframes) required to develop new stations / infrastructure. There are only three proposed stations / 
upgrades over the plan period. These produce minimal contribution to housing trajectories and have been 
assumed as being post 2034.  

Urban extensions and new settlements 

In semi-rural, urban fringe locations such as South Essex, an individual house builder can typically 
achieve an average sales rate of circa 1 unit a week which is approximately 50-60 units pa. C&W’s recent 
experience of working on strategic developments is that accelerated completion rates ranging from 120-
160 units per annum per scheme (i.e. the aggregate for all housebuilders) are being achieved on certain 
projects. The common denominator shared across projects hitting an enhanced sales rates is significant 
public-sector intervention at the outset that de-risks sites and enables the private housebuilders to 
accelerate their housebuilding program. New settlements (in comparison to urban extensions) have the 
greater potential to for increased build out rates as scheme become mature due to their size and the 
opportunity to deploy different house builder brands.   

On strategic projects of scale there is often capacity to model multiple house builders working 
simultaneously on site. If done carefully, this will not necessarily jeopardise best pricing because each 
housebuilder will target a different buyer demographic resulting in a diversified product mix coming to the 
market, which minimises the risk of oversupply.  The number of housebuilders accommodated can range 
up to 4-5 subject to considerations of scale and demand. Within each sales plot, we would typically model 
phasing/ sales as a shallow bell curve, with 1 or 2 brands on site to start with delivering fewer units and 
working up to more brands and more units before tailing off again.  
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The promotion and inclusion of alternative residential tenures/ sectors within schemes to widen demand; 
e.g. self and custom build housing, sheltered housing and PRS stock. In order to deliver these tenures 
(particularly at an early stage of the developments) may require additional support from the public sector 
to ensure it is viable. 

For the purposes of modelling high level development trajectories, the base assumptions in Table 4 are to 
be utilised: 

Assumed build-out rate for new settlements20 

Period New settlement - new units per site per annum 

2019-23 0 

2024-28 60 

2029-33 120 

2034-38 180 

2039-50 240 

Period Urban extension - new units per site per annum 

2019-21 0 

2022-28 60 

2029-35 80 

2036-42 100 

2043-50 120 

 

Conclusions 

Based on significant market interventions to encourage densification, town centre development, mixed use 
schemes on employment areas and delivery of an aggregate of 860 units in new settlements per annum 
(27,500 up to 2050) 

 54,000 units by 2038. 

 81,000 units by 2050. 

G.3 Baseline trajectory 

Urban intensification 

Based on the AMR delivery set out in Table 5.1, this increases with time as higher densities have the 
potential to become more acceptable due to minimum densities being increased in local and national 
policy, as well as demand for housing increasing on a limited land supply. 

This growth begins to diminish as SHLAA land stocks are used up. We consider this to be a ‘business as 
usual’ type scenario, and as such it delivers units from the start of the model. 

 
20 At this level of analysis, we have not considered the cumulative effect - on build out rates - of new settlements/ urban 
extensions being in proximity. If sites ‘compete’ for the same potential occupiers, then overall delivery rates on this set of sites 
is likely to reduce. 

Town centres 

These figures are based on identified land which could be used for development.  

We anticipate that town centre schemes will be limited in the initial five-year period due to the time 
required for land assembly, appropriate planning policies being in place, planning applications, and any 
required transport link improvements. This typology is likely to include some relatively complex sites and 
schemes with specific challenges and opportunities. 

The basic assumption is schemes will be of c.150 units as they will need to be at a minimum scale to be a 
price maker, instigate change, and create requisite demand in less established areas. This delivery size 
increases from 2035 as the placemaking effect increases in influence. 

Phasing in these schemes is important, as it is unlikely that several of these developments will be brought 
forward in each area at once. As such, we have allowed for one site per local authority every two to six 
years depending on location and availability of land. For some local authority areas – even with relatively 
high-delivery rates – the total number of proposed units will not be achieved in the plan period. 

Urban extensions/new settlements 

Based on land identified in SHLAA as well as by the method outlined in the preceding sections of this 
report, these are two forms of ‘new residential area’.  We assume that delivery starts slowly, growing as 
the ‘critical mass’ in these areas increases until, as with urban intensification, tails off as identified land 
supply is used up. 

On strategic projects of scale, there is often capacity to model multiple house builders working 
simultaneously on site. This number can range up to four to five, subject to considerations of scale and 
demand. 

Public transport corridors/employment areas  

Transport corridors offer limited contribution to potential units due to the significant interventions (and 
timeframes) required to develop new stations and infrastructure. There are only three proposed 
stations/upgrades over the plan period. These produce minimal contribution to housing trajectories and 
have been assumed as being post-2034. 

G.4 Intervention trajectories 

The table below summarises the adjustments that have been applied to each of the typologies under the 
three intervention scenarios considered at Section 5.  These infrastructure intervention packages are 
applied to the housing development trajectories to develop respective forecasts of build out rates.  The 
forecast impact of the public policy interventions on these forecasts varies based on the infrastructure 
intervention packages. 
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Impact of public policy and transport interventions by typology 

  Transport scenarios (% uplift from baseline) 

 Uplift basis Rail-led Road-led 
Inter-urban 

connectivity 

P
u

b
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c 
p

o
li

c
y 

in
te

rv
e

n
ti

o
n

 

Town centre development  
Town centre improvements & 

BTR funding/ support. 100% 0% 50% 

Urban intensification 
BTR funding/ support & 
Infrastructure funding. 25% 15% 35% 

New settlements & urban 
extensions  

Alternative delivery models. 40% 60% 50% 
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Appendix H  Residential value analysis and appraisal variables 

H.1 Residential values and trends 

National 

House price has slowed over 2018. After an initial increase in Q1 2018, prices have fallen slightly over Q2 
2018 and are now par with their level at the end of December 2017 (Savills, 2018). Although growth has 
slowed, it is still expected to be 1% over 2018 and 14.2% for the period 2018-2022 (Knight Frank, 2018). 
Marginal house price growth is likely to continue as Brexit creates uncertainty in the short term.  

On a regional level the Midlands, East of England and North West have seen stronger growth than London 
and the South East and this is expected to continue over the next five years as shown in Figure B1. 

Knight Frank residential forecast 

 

Affordability constraints remain an issue in some parts of the market, especially across London and the 
South East where price growth is outstripping house price growth.  

The new build housing market is facing similar challenges to the resales market. The number if net 
additions in England has risen 62% over the last five years, however this has not been enough to reach 
the target of 300,000 net additional dwellings per annum. A further 28% rise is needed to meet this target. 
This shortage of supply puts pressure on prices and there is still a shortage of homes in areas in need of 
them most. 

Urban land values have grown strongly across the UK, most notably in the Midlands as developers start 
looking beyond London and the South East. However, there is still strong demand for urban residential 
land for the London commuter towns, although the demand for smaller sites in outer London is less, 
providing opportunities for smaller private developers and housing associations.  

Greenfield land values are increasing, again focussed in the Midlands and Scotland, growing on average 
by 2.1%. 

South Essex 

Average house prices 

Local authority Average sales 
values (May 2018) 

% change in residential values 
Q1 2013 to Q2 2018 

Rank 

(highest value = 1) 

Basildon  £305,099 51.2% 4 

Brentwood  £413,792 61.1% 1 

Castle Point  £308,872 61.6% 3 

Rochford  £339,041 56.4% 2 

Southend-on-Sea  £272,967 54.5% 5 

Thurrock  £260,839 58.7% 6 

Average £316,768   

Source: Land Registry House Price Index (HPI), July 2018 
 
As indicated by Table B1, all South Essex has experienced in excess of a 50% increase in house prices 
over the last five years. This is above the South East regional average (43%) and the national average 
(37%). The South-East region average house price (May 2018) is £322,096 and the national average is 
£243,583. Therefore, it is only Brentwood that has an average house price above the South-East region’s 
average. 
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South Essex average property values 

 

Source: Zoopla 
 

Figure B2 shows how broad values vary across South Essex, with Brentwood (£566,000) and Ingatestone 
(£758,264). Along the coast and further away from London, the values drop with the lowest being in 
Thurrock / Tilbury (£221,337) and Southend-on-Sea / Westcliffe-on-Sea (£289,721).  

The South East has seen a slowing in the % change in the average price in the last year. In May 2017, the 
average price increase was 4.7% for the region and in May 2018 it has dropped to 2.2%. Table 4 shows 
the percentage change in average sales values from May 2017 and to May 2018 which has slowed across 
South Essex. 

Annual percentage change of average sales values 

Local authority % change in residential values 
Q2 2017 

% change in residential values 
Q2 2018 

Basildon  9% 1.8% 

Brentwood  8.9% 0.1% 

Castle Point  11.8% 5.2% 

Rochford  7.5% 3.7% 

Southend-on-Sea  7.5% 3.0% 

Thurrock  4.3% 3.9% 

Source: Land Registry 

H.2 Appraisal variables 

This section sets out the key inputs and assumptions in relations to costs, phasing and sales values. 

 Cost inputs 

Cost Assumption 

Stamp duty  5% on the RLV.  

Agent and legal fees Based on a % of the RLV. We consider agent fees of 1% and legal fees of 0.5% 
to be reasonable and in line with market norms.  

Affordable housing Levels have been included in line with the relative adopted Local Plans of each 
borough. This includes:  

Southend – 20% affordable; 

Basildon – 35% affordable; 

Brentwood – 35% affordable.    

The affordable housing values have been included at 40% of private residential 
sale values. 

Build cost Build costs are based on what we consider to be reasonable in current market 
conditions and vary according to development typology:  

Town centre: £200 psf - private residential, £180psf- affordable  

Urban extension and new settlement: £160psf – private affordable, £150 psf – 
affordable. 

Site enabling 
infrastructure allowance 

Site enabling infrastructure has been based on development typology, and has 
been included at the following rate:  

Town centre: nil  

Urban extension: £20,000 per unit  

New settlement: £40,000 per unit 

Section 106 £5,000/unit for 60% of units 

Contingency  5% contingency of the total construction costs is considered reasonable. 

CIL CIL has been calculated using the appropriate rate for each authority and 
indexed to account for Tender Price Index growth.  

Professional fees Professional fees of 10.00% have been applied. C&W considers this to be a 
reasonable for projects of this nature. The professional fees are based on the 

construction cost.  

Marketing and letting Marketing fees are applied at 1.50% of GDV of the Application Scheme. The 
disposal agent fees are 1% of GDV, and the sales legal fees are 0.5% of the 

GDV.  

Finance  A finance rate of 6% has been applied. C&W considers this to be reasonable in 
current market conditions.  
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Cost Assumption 

Profit  The developer’s profit threshold for all appraisals has been included at 20% on 
cost.   

We consider the residential profit level to be reasonable for the proposed 
schemes based on our experience of development appraisals and assessments 

of other schemes. 

 

We have based the phasing for each development on what we consider to be reasonable in the current 
market conditions. The phasing for each development is dependent on the development typology. For 
town-centre developments, we have assumed the following phasing: 

 Six months pre-construction 

 18 months construction 

 Residential unit sales: 50% pre-sale and 50% sale over six months. 

For urban extensions and new settlements, we have assumed the following phasing:  

 Six months pre-construction 

 15 months construction  

 Residential unit sales: 12-month sales period (no pre-sales). 

Residential sales value inputs 

Development typology Location Private residential (psf) Affordable (psf) 

Town centre 

Southend  £387 £155 

Basildon £360 £144 

Brentwood £520 £208 

Urban extension 

Southend  £368 £147 

Basildon £342 £137 

Brentwood £494 £198 

New settlement 

Southend  £348 £140 

Basildon £324 £130 

Brentwood £468 £187 
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Appendix I  Public policy intervention study

I.1 Introduction 

C&W has undertaken a qualitative assessment of possible policy interventions for the Local Authorities of 
the Study Area to undertake with the intention of increasing housing delivery. The following narrative 
accompanies and explains our assumptions relating to the uplift to our underlying ‘base level’ delivery 
numbers in (Section [5.4]). This study primarily seeks to identify the differential between three intervention 
scenarios as opposed to ‘absolute’ forecasts. At this level of analysis, the numbers have been applied 
equally across all Local Authority areas rather than accounting for the different characteristics of the areas 
– our numerical findings should be considered indicative and interpreted as such. 

I.2 Town centre development 

Thus far, Build to Rent (BTR) – a relatively new tenure to the UK market - has seen success in areas with 
already-high levels of density, amenities nearby, and with a reliance on public transport nodes to provide 
ease of access to employment hubs. We are seeing an increasing number of people opting to rent rather 
than buy in the UK, whether due to circumstance or preference. The UK Tenant Survey (2017) by Knight 
Frank indicated BTR is a market likely to see increases in the future and predicts that by 2021 nearly one 
in four households will be living within the private rental sector. This has also resulted in a decrease in 
home ownership. 

There are significant benefits to be gained from inclusion of BTR within a scheme in the appropriate 
location, including accelerated delivery, site intensification, and accelerated market absorption for large 
sites and - as a result of these benefits - the additional advantage of being able to unlock sites which may 
not have been deliverable using a traditional development methodology. We have considered several 
case studies included within research conducted by Savills/Barclays/LSH to supplement our own market 
knowledge: 

 Emerald Gardens, Wembley: this scheme has both BTR and private sales units which were on the 
market at the same time. The former let 141 units in 6 months, and the latter selling 332 units in 2 
years. This is an absorption rate of 116 units/ annum higher for BTR than private sale, or 70% from 
private sale to BTR. 

 East Village, Stratford: East Village comprises c.2,800 homes, of which c.1,400 are for the private 
rental sector. Get Living London (the rental arm responsible for East Village) stated that this scheme 
is fully let, and an average of c.15 units were absorbed each week vs. 15 units/month sold in the 
same period, a fourfold increase between private sale and BTR. 

 Sigma vs. Countryside: Sigma is delivering rental units on sites being developed by Countryside, who 
are building for market sale concurrently. Countryside has delivered 543 market units across various 
sites, in which period Sigma have delivered three times as many units. 

 Barking Riverside: L&Q, who is delivering this scheme of c.11,000 homes, has recently changed 
approach to offer private rental units alongside Market Sale, and as a result has adjusted their build 
out rate from 500 units/annum to c.1,000 units/annum. 

 Trafford House, Basildon: permitted development of 378 apartments, completed in fewer than 18 
months, resulting in 180 flats being occupied in the 12 months post-construction. This is the most 
significant of the BTR schemes in the Study Area, and it benefits from Basildon’s presence on the c2c 
London Fenchurch Street – Shoeburyness rail line. This rate of absorption is approximately 15 
units/month. 

In addition to the increase in the speed of delivery, we are also seeing evidence that the BTR market can 
increase the density of developments. In Greenford, an application by Greystar has seen the original 
permission of up to 593 private sale homes increased to 1,965 homes, of which 1,439 will be available to 

rent. Whilst this cannot be entirely attributed to the inclusion of BTR, we consider it reasonable to assume 
a degree of this uplift has resulted from the increased percentage of this tenure type within the scheme 
unlocking further units. 

Additionally, these retailers benefit from the increase in customers as people move to the area. If the retail 
strategy is executed correctly, these tenants will result in an increased propensity to spend in the local 
area, and an increase in the desirability of the area as it becomes more established as a ‘community’. 

Town centre Improvements (environmental, place making initiatives, etc) can make perspective residents 
more likely to move to an area and improve investment sentiment. It fits very well with the BTR sector as a 
result of the long-term financial interest in an area intrinsic in BTR investment and the incentive for the 
developer to put increased consideration into the placemaking of that area. This could be through 
investment in high-quality public realm, or as with East Village (Stratford), ensuring desirable, independent 
retailers are able to rent space. This contrasts with private sale, where developers exit the scheme once it 
is complete, meaning they retain no long-term interest. 

C&W has used this analysis to conclude a reasonable uplift for each transport scenario based 
predominantly on the town centre improvements & encouraging BTR public policy intervention, although 
these conclusions have an implicit inclusion of other forms of intervention not covered above town centre 
improvements: 

 C&W considers an improvement in rail facilities to be the principal infrastructure improvement 
required to encourage the development of BTR, and as such it is likely that BTR will see an increase 
in delivery in the Study Area if a Rail Led Intervention is adopted, albeit not on the scale seen in the 
London market, where some of the tested schemes have seen increases in absorption of over 300% 
compared with purely market sale developments. 

We consider there to be an implicit inclusion within the case study figures of a degree of uplift for 
public realm improvements but feel the improvement will be more notable on a percentage basis in 
South Essex due to the lower base level (not in London, greater travel times to employment hubs, 
less existing demand in the Study Area). Because of these factors, we have adopted delivery 
increases at 100%, which is at the lower end of the case studies listed above. 

 Due to the reliance of BTR on transport links to major employment hubs, as well as their need to be in 
central areas near facilities, we have assumed no increase for less well-connected delivery options. 
As such, no uplift has been included for a road-led Intervention, which doesn’t create any new 
opportunities to develop at high density around a centralised transport hub. This is a factor C&W 
considers to be vital to ensuring the success of BTR schemes of significant scale. 

 Due to the presence of Crossrail to the north of the Study Area, an improvement in connectivity 
between the north and south of the area would provide some of the benefits of a rail service into 
London, without such a focused hub as evident in the rail led scenario. C&W would expect this to 
result in an increase in BTR activity on areas along good transport routes, however not at the 
significant density seen in areas with a station. 

There is currently little evidence beyond Trafford House (above) available within the Study Area, although 
we consider this to be at the higher end of absorption possible given the location’s superior connectivity to 
London. We have therefore adopted a 50% uplift to reflect the diminished efficacy of BTR in an area with 
less immediate access to public transport. It is worth noting that the minimal evidence currently available 
for this typology outside of traditional ‘commuter belt’ regions shows a preference by early movers for 
Permitted Development Rights schemes, which allow for increased density and rapid completion due to a 
lack of planning restrictions compared with a new development. 
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I.3 Urban Intensification  

The provision of infrastructure funding by the public sector is an effective way of unlocking the full potential 
of a site or sites and therefore allowing for an increase in density or unlocking a previously unviable site. 
C&W has described some of the many types of infrastructure/forward funding options that are currently 
available for developers, all of which could feasibly be used to increase the level of construction 
throughout the Study Area (see sections 7.3 – 7.4 of the main report). 

A prominent example of a funding method currently being used to unlock stalled/unviable sites is Homes 
England’s Housing Infrastructure Fund (HIF). This comprises a £5.5bn funding pot to ensure the correct 
infrastructure is in place to unlock new homes through two funding methods: 

 Marginal Viability Funding is used to provide the final - or missing - piece of funding to get schemes 
unlocked quickly and is non-repayable. 

 Forward Funding is to deliver large-scale infrastructure designed to unlock significant housing 
delivery on large scale/ long term schemes; money is to be recycled where possible. 

The intention of these funding packages is to unlock an additional 100,000 homes when it was announced 
in 2016, and as of the date of this report – without all applicants’ schemes being assessed – over 200 
schemes had been provided with access to funding, potentially unlocking over 300,000 new homes up to 
2023/24. 

While HIF funding applications have ended, and large-scale public-sector funding of this type is relatively 
infrequent, there are numerous similar public sector funding opportunities with similar remits to HIF. Our 
experience - should appropriate sites be identified in South Essex - is that otherwise unfeasible sites of 
c.500 units can be unlocked by funding methods such as HIF. There is a realistic chance that coordinated 
multiple bids across the six local authorities, with delivery happening alongside one another (this is 
encouraged by the relatively short delivery timescales insisted upon by Homes England) could be 
attractive to Homes England and government. 

C&W expects these types of forward funding to allow sites to be unlocked by permitting local strategic 
road investment, enabling constrained sites – particularly on the edge of settlements – to be brought 
forward at a greater number of units at a time. This contrasts with towns growing more incrementally 
without the benefit of such investment, as smaller schemes on the margins of existing built up areas are 
often only viable when they can be brought forward using the existing road network alone. 

An example of this is Southend Queensway, where a housing estate on the fringe of Southend Town 
Centre is being targeted for regeneration to deliver 1,600 homes. This will be partly enabled by a 
significant highways improvement scheme which will remove severance, enhance environmental quality 
and create a more efficient, less land hungry road layout (and in doing so unlock further land as well as 
enabling development). 

Taking a relatively cautious outline approach based on the above narrative, if five stalled sites of 400 units 
every funding period were unlocked by across the Study Area, and these sites delivered units across 8 
years (50 units/annum per site), this is a c.14% increase from a single funding source, with likely overlap 
increasing the number of units per annum as the next funding source is introduced. 

We have applied these assumptions to the three-infrastructure intervention approaches as follows: 

 The rail led approach will have a significant impact on a small number of locations (where the railway 
improvements are made and the areas which are commutable to these locations), and these will be 
the areas in which infrastructure funding will be able to unlock sites. We expect these sites to be 
delivered at a higher density than with the other two approaches due to the presence of a railway 
creating more demand. 

However - due to these infrastructure improvements typically being made in areas which already 
have a higher level of development - because of the presence of a train station - there is likely a 
comparative lack of developable land with the potential to be unlocked by infrastructure funding due 
to increased levels of constraint, more complicated land ownerships, and smaller, more disconnected 
sites. 

The lack of both wider areas that will benefit from this intervention, and the amount of land within 
those areas that will benefit from the presence of infrastructure funding, will somewhat negate the 
capacity of the sites that are available to deliver at higher density. C&W therefore considers this 
intervention to have the ability to deliver above the base level approach (14%) within the study period, 
although not as comprehensively as the ‘Networked South Essex’ intervention due to land 
constraints. 

 We consider this Transport Scenario to provide the least potential for uplift in urban intensification 
sites due to it being predominantly a ‘business as usual’ plus slight intervention approach. There is 
minimal intervention in this road led approach targeted towards creating new purchasers in the area, 
so whilst more land may be made available by the inclusion of strategic infrastructure funding, the 
market itself will likely absorb new units at a similar rate. We have therefore adopted the base 
assumption above and rounded to 15% for the uplift amount for this scenario. 

 Inter-urban connectivity scenario provides a combination of the benefits of both scenarios – there is 
potential for connectivity to Crossrail in certain areas, and the improvements in connectivity - whilst 
themselves not as significant as with the rail led option - are spread evenly across the Study Area, 
allowing for more potential sites to come forward in desirable locations. Alongside this it also 
increases the interconnectivity of towns within the area. 

This increased interconnectivity within the Study Area, aligned with additional links to railways, allows 
further localised infrastructure funding to potentially unlock sites in a variety of locations, both reliant 
on rail – perhaps for commuting into London – or to serve local demand, and would also have the 
land capacity available to unlock these sites. We would therefore expect this scenario to benefit most 
from this form of public policy intervention. 

I.4 New settlements and urban extensions 

The traditional house builder approach to delivering large scale sites typically involves the developer 
assuming control of the whole delivery process, only delivering infrastructure when required/money is 
accrued from sales. Furthermore, to protect the values of the units being delivered, they will be drip fed to 
the market to ensure there isn’t an oversupply. This is not conducive to rapid delivery and as such C&W 
believes focussing on alternative methods of delivering housing would prove to be an effective way to 
accelerate and increase delivery by disrupting this traditional approach and reducing the level of influence 
held by a single landholder. 

One of the most significant recent delivery models is the ‘Master Developer Model’ used by Urban & Civic 
(U&C) on strategic sites through the south of England. U&C purchase strategic sites obtain masterplan 
planning permission, and then delivers all necessary infrastructure (utilities, roads, schools etc.) at the 
beginning of the development process, whilst selling individual fully serviced plots to developers. 

This model aligns with the Letwin Review’s findings that more variance in tenures, architecture and 
developer was key to increasing the pace of delivery on large new sites as it provides a varied patchwork 
of housebuilders. It means more units are delivered on the site at once, and there is a consequent 
increase in diversity – these factors then combine to increase absorption rates. Furthermore, the presence 
of infrastructure at the beginning of the development process allows communities to form more readily, 
theoretically making the area more desirable to purchasers. In 2017, the HCA provided £45m to U&C to 
accelerate the delivery of 4,500 new homes near Huntingdon. 

The Master Developer approach requires a specific kind of site, and as such would not be appropriate in a 
lot of development situations. Another alternative model which could be considered to overcome issues 
around speed and level of housing delivery is the Development Corporation. These can be created to 
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facilitate development in areas in need of large-scale coordination of investment and planning. The most 
notable recent example of this has been the London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC). 

LLDC is responsible for delivery of the physical legacy of the Olympic Games in Stratford and the wider 
surrounding area, partially through obtaining land for development through the CPO process, and 
additionally, by taking control of planning in an allocated area, allowing for coordination of planning 
decisions across local authority borders in the best interests of that development area. As a Mayoral 
Development Corporation, LLDC is accountable to the Mayor of London. 

Further examples with a similar remit such as Urban Development Corporations (Ebbsfleet) and New 
Town Development Corporations (Milton Keynes) are accountable to the Ministry of Housing, 
Communities and Local Government. 

Milton Keynes Development Corporation has shown the potential for this delivery model to allow intensive 
delivery at a single large site: 

Milton Keynes delivery (units per annum) 

 

At its peak, delivery was close to 3,000 units/annum within the Designated Area, with annual delivery 
regularly above 1,500 units/annum until the Corporation was wound up in 1992 and averaging 1,596 
units/annum across the study period (the Development Corporation started operating in 1967 but data 
before 1981 is not readily available). This is a virtually unprecedented level of delivery across a single 
development area in the modern United Kingdom, and this level of intervention is unlikely to be possible in 
the Study Area as the Milton Keynes Development Corporation had significantly more power than C&W 
would expect to be achievable in South Essex. 

In June 2018, it was announced that local councils were to be given powers to request the creation of New 
Town Development Corporations that are accountable to the local authority (or authorities) in the area 
rather than the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government. These have the following 
benefits (amongst others): 

 They allow development to be overseen by a single body that theoretically combines local 
government with private enterprise. 

 They can work across local authority boundaries (this is of importance to the Study Area, where this 
likely to occur), allowing for quicker and more efficient movement through planning. 

 They provide a framework for major projects sitting outside of local politics: 

- The Corporation assumes responsibility for master planning of the area. 

- Offering a central source for what can be complex projects. 

 Speed up the planning process, which is a frequent hindrance to development. 

These combined benefits should allow a Development Corporation to take a wider development approach 
than a private developer may, with consideration for how it may affect the wider area. Additionally, 
Development Corporations can be effective vehicles for assembling parcels of land to create more efficient 
use of space and delivery of housing, leading to quicker build out rates and higher density of development, 
subsequently speeding up the process of planning etc. which can frequently hinder development. Inclusion 
of Development Corporations within C&W’s assumptions around urban intensification therefore allows for 
an increase to the number of units delivered per annum once the typically lengthy process of setting them 
up is complete (post-2025). 

A further significant change in public policy is the recent removal of the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 
borrowing cap. This cap has been removed to permit an increased capacity for borrowing by Local 
Authorities to direct deliver housing. Unlike most private sector developers, Local Authorities can consider 
the wider benefits of development and thereby removing the dependency on market-based decisions 
typical of private developers. 

Should a public body within South Essex have the capacity and inclination to take on debt to increase 
delivery rates, they can have a positive impact on delivery. The Letwin Report cites affordable housing 
across all tenures as being in such high demand that it is ‘absorbed’ by the market as it is delivered – this 
makes it (and delivery by Local Authorities) an effective way of further increasing housing delivery. 

 The two main delivery models covered above typically have focussed areas in which they operate; 
most notably for this scenario, the focus would likely be towards urban extensions in areas 
surrounding proposed new stations. Whilst the areas around train stations would certainly benefit 
from increased stewardship, consideration must be made for the capacity of these models to 
intervene in urban areas likely to have complicated land ownerships, and that are less likely to be 
reliant on a master developer to deliver infrastructure due to it already being in place. 

Additionally, this policy intervention could also result in delivery of new towns or urban infill in areas 
where no rail improvements are taking place. These developments will be more reliant on the 
establishment of new delivery methods than the proposed infrastructure due to their likely disconnect 
from any infrastructure being delivered. 

Any development uplift resulting from these types of interventions is therefore likely to take place 
outside of the town centres and as such will be less exposed to the benefits of the new transport 
interventions – but producing new homes nonetheless. As a result, C&W considers this to be a 
‘baseline’ for this public policy intervention method, with an uplift of 40% to reflect a new housebuilder 
entering the market approximately every 5 years and delivering an additional 500-unit scheme across 
that period, which is in line with C&W’s expectations. 

 C&W considers this road led option to be the principal beneficiary of any uplift associated with 
alternative delivery methods. Development Corporations and Master Developer models are typically 
most effective in areas with uncomplicated land ownerships to begin with, and in areas where they 
can have a great influence on the way in which the conurbations are delivered (both Milton Keynes 
and to a lesser degree Stratford benefitted from this, and Urban & Civic’s schemes are designed to 
feed back into the existing road network from previously unconnected land). 
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With the increased road capacity offered by this intervention option, we would expect as a minimum 
the same uplift here as the rail led scenario. Due to the increased ability of the new towns to interact 
with existing settlements, in particular as a result of proposed increased road capacity, C&W 
considers an increase in uplift over this base assumption to be justifiable. 

 We consider this option to be much like the road led option, although the slight difference in uplift 
between the two accounts for the more focused development and road network linkages that can be 
forged in the road led scenario, with this scenario predominantly relying on the existing road network. 
It does benefit from the inclusion of increased connectivity across the South Essex area (outside of 
town centres) when compared with the rail led option, and as such we consider it to be slightly 
superior for delivering new towns when compared with the rail option as it has less focus on 
concentrated development of town centres. 

 


